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I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1982 we initiated a program of archaeological fieldwork
at the site of Matacapan, a large Classic Period urban center in
the Tuxtlas Region of the South Gulf Coast of Veracruz, Mexico
(see Figure 1).
Our working hypothesis was that Matacapan
contained an encl ave of merchants from the the city of
Teotihuacan in Central Mexico.
That research had two principal
objectives: (1) to define the structure of the Teotihuacan
barrio, that portion of Matacapan where past research indicated
that Teotihuacan materials were most highly concentrated; and (2)
to establ ish the context of the barrio within the urban center of
Matacapan.
The following is a report of that research.
Our
presentation is divided into several parts.
First, we discuss a
general model
describing Teotihuacan influence throughout
Mesoamerica.
We then summarize the methods we employed during
surface survey and excavation, review the settlement history of
the site, as defined by the survey, and discuss the evidence we
retrieved from a series of excavations conducted in the
Teotihuacan barrio.
Next, we present an analysis of the obsidian
assemblage, outl ining major sources of variabil ity across space
and through time.
Obsidian,
we believe,
was an important
commodity traded to the Tuxtlas by Teotihuacan.
We close with a
prospectus for future research.
II.

A MODEL OF TEOTIHUACAN INFLUENCE

IN MESOAMERICA

Recent research has demonstrated that the ancient city of
Teotihuacan was the dominant political, economic, and religious
authority in Central Mexico from the beginning of the Christian
Era until the eighth century A.D. (Millon 1973,1981; Sanders,
Parsons, and Santley 1979).
Coincident with this development was
an episode of marked Teotihuacan infl uence throughout Mesoamerica
(Pasztory 1978a, 1978b).
By influence we mean the occurrence of
architecture, sculpture, or material technology of supposed
Teotihuacan origin,
derivation,
or inspiration at centers
presumably not politically incorporated by the Teotihuacan state.
Teo t i h u a can i n flu e n ce i spa r tic u 1 a r 1 y mar ked t h r 0 ugh 0 u t
Mesoamerica in the Middle Classic: ca. A.D. 400-700, the period
of time when the city attained its maximum size and internal
complexity (see Table 1).
Various motives have been suggested to
account for this episode; however, as more and more evidence
accumulates, it has become apparent that domination of longdistance exchange was a primary element behind the contacts.
Sites exhibiting contacts with Teotihuacan fall into three
generic classes (see Figure 1) (Santley 1983).
Teotihuacan
e n c 1 a v e s are sit e s s u c has Kami n a 1 j u y u t hat a p par e n t ly
-n-t
d
bar r:i 05- 0 f res ide n t Teo t i h u a can 0 s .
E n c 1 a v e s are t y pic all y
located in positions to dominate the movement of goods; either
they are situated on routes of exchange or they occupy central
positions relative to several lines of transit.
They are also
located near deposits of prized raw materials widely traded in
antiquity; Kaminaljuyu, for example, is located near the key El
Chayal
obsidian source
(Sanders and Michels 1977),
whereas
El

-co ai ne

Grillo, another site with Teotihuacan architecture in West
Mexico, occurs near deposits of semiprecious stone (P. Weigand,
personal communication).
!~!~E~~!lY~ ~Q~~~, the second class of
contact situation, define politically important centers that were
centrally located with respect to demand for exotic goods.
Enclaves of resident foreigners do not appear to have been
present at interactive nodes, though in at least one case, from
Oaxaca, there was a barrio of foreigners at Teotihuacan (Mi llon
1973). Receiver nodes constitute the third class of site in
contact--w-i-fh--feotlhuacan.
Type and amount of Teoti huacan
influence at receiver nodes is generally quite variable, and
typically it is restricted to portable material technology.
We
believe that receiver nodes functioned either as outlets for
Teotihuacan goods or markets for exotica transported by Teotihuacan merchants.
The amount of Teotihuacan influence--the number
of different media of Teotihuacan inspiration or derivation-exhibits a distinct pattern of falloff when graphed in terms of
distance to Tikal and Monte Alban, suggesting that interactive
nodes may have al so served as major points of supply (Appel n.d.;
Santley 1983).
The goods widely traded over the landscape appear to have
come from a number of centers, not just Teotihuacan.
Obsidian
provides the most complete data set currently available.
Not
only is green obsidian from the Pachuca source in southern
Hidalgo widely distributed throughout Mesoamerica but also raw
material from the El Chayal source near Guatemala City and the
Zaragoza source near Pico de Orizaba volcano in central Veracruz
(Appel n.d.; Moholy-Nagy 1975; Santley 1983; Zeitlin 1978).
Moreover, each of these sources is surrounded by exchange spheres
dominated by obsidian
from a particular source. Pachuca obsidian
occurs in frequency only in Central Mexico and the Valley of
Oaxaca.
Zaragoza obsidian, on the other hand, is very common on
the Gulf Coast and Isthmus of Tehuantepec, whereas El Chayal
obsidian dominates assemblages in the Guatemalan Highlands and
southern Maya lowlands.
Centers controll ing access to these
sources also exhibit pronounced Teotihuacan contacts, not only in
portable goods but in sculpture and architectural style as well.
Elsewhere, Santley (1983) has argued that this patterning may
represent an attempt by a confederation of power centers, all
under the influence or aegis of Teotihuacan, to monopol ize longdistance exchange throughout the most densely settled parts of
Mesoamerica.
Ties between Teotihuacan and centers in control of
other scarce resources, or who occupied centra 1 locations re lative to distribution, appear to have been particularly important,
and the epigraphic evidence suggests that intermarriages between
local dynastic elites and persons with strong Teotihuacan
connections or affi liations were frequently employed to solidify
or buttress politico-economic linkages (Coggins 1975; Marcus
1980; Sanders 1977).
Sumptuary goods such as cacao, cotton, jade, greenstone,
ilmenite, turquoise, feathers, and shell may have also been
traded long distances through the same network (Brown n.d.;
Parsons and Price 1971; Webb 1975).
These goods also exhibit
2
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Figure 1: Mesoamerica showing
Major Classic Period Centers.

many of the properties that make obsidian so amenable to longdistance exchange; that is, they are goods to which foot
transport adds little to the final delivery cost (Santley 1984).
Teotihuacan pottery, cylindrical tripod bowls in particular, is
also widely distributed.
In most cases, however, these goods are
locally made imitations of Teotihuacan pottery,
not actual
imports from the urban zone (Ball 1983).
This is quite sensible
economic behav ior, given the extraordinary cost consumers woul d
have had to bear if pottery had been traded long distances in
great amounts (Sanders and Santley 1983).
If this model is an appropriate characterization of Middle
Classic exchange dynamics, then what was Teotihuacan's role in
the system?
We submit that Teotihuacan served as a major
production place, at least as far as obsidian technology is
concerned. More importantly, we postulate that Teotihuacan also
played an important role in transporting
long distances goods
produced both in the urban zone and in other major centers.
The
sites of Kaminal juyu and Matacapan seem to have had key ro les in
the trading network dominated by Teotihuacan.
We have attributed
this circumstance to two properties of the unusual spatial
position that Kaminal juyu and Matacapan occupied.
First, all the evidence at our disposal suggests that substantial quantities of goods were exchanged long distances in the
Middle Classic (Parsons and Price 1971; Santley 1983; Spence
1977).
Although the number of goods entering anyone site may
not have been considerable large, the total amount traded across
all of Mesoamerica must have been exceedingly large.
Quantity of
goods in circulation is directly linked to the degree that demand
must be monitored in some fashion, and gi ven a foot mode of
transport and its resultant constraining effects on transportation efficiency, nodes in the network should be located at points
where lines of transit converge and/or where geographic position
affords freedom of movement in several directions.
This would
allow for less lag time between order and eventual delivery,
especially if goods were also stockpiled at those same places.
Kaminaljuyu, it should be mentioned, is situated on the major
communication route from the Pacific Coast of Guatemala to the
Maya lowlands.
Similarly, Matacapan is centrally located relative to the Gulf Coast and the Rio Coatzacoalcos and the Rio
Papaloapan, two major routes of riverine traffic from the coast
into the interior.
Second, both Kaminal juyu and Matacapan are located near key
resources or in unusually diverse resource zones.
Kaminaljuyu,
we have every reason to believe, dominated the exploitation of
the El Chayal obsidian deposit,
one of the major types of
obsidian traded in volume to the Maya lowlands (Hammond 1972;
Moholy-Nagy 1975; Parsons and Price 1971). Matacapan is not
located near obsidian deposits but is near the only available
source of igneous
rock for grinding implements and monumental
scul pture on the South Gul f Coast.
Both Kaminal juyu and Matacapan, then, may have also served as production points for goods or
raw materials traded long distances.
This is definitely the case
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Table 1 : Chronological Concordances (after Blanton 1978; Coe
1966; Ortiz 1975; and Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979).
Sid er eal
Years

Basin of
Me x ico

1200

Tuxtlas
Region

Maya
Region

------- - -----:------------:------------:-----------EAR LY
MAZAPAN
EARLY
: POSTCLASSIC: PERIOD V
: POSTCLASSIC:

1100
1000
900

Valley of
Oaxaca

------------:------------

L. LATE
CLASSIC

:------------:

: COYOTLATELCO:

800

PERIOD IV

LATE
CLASSIC

:------------:

700

E. LATE
CLASSIC

METEPEC

------------:------------

600

XO LALPAN

500
400
300
200

MIDDLE
CLASSIC

: PERIOD IIIb:

··

..

MIDDLE
CLASSIC

..

EA RLY
CLASSIC
: TLAMIMILOLPA:------------:------------:
E. MIDDLE
CLASSIC
: PERIOD IIIa:------------:
:PROTOCLASSIC:
MICCAOTLI
------------:------------

100 A.D.:

a

: L.

LATE
TZAC UAL LI

EA RL Y
CLASSIC

PERIOD II :

LATE
: PRECLASSIC
100 B.C. :-------------:------------:------------ :
TERMINAL
PERIOD
200
: PATLACHIQUE : PRECLASSIC:
LATE I
300
400
500
600

: E. TZACUALLI :

:-------------:---- --------:------------:------------:
: TICOMAN III:
PERIOD
EARLY I
------------LATE
TICOMAN II : PRECLASSIC
:------------:

TICOMAN I

ROSARIO
:------------:------------:

700

CUAUTEPEC

800

LA PASTORA ·:

900
1000

MIDDLE
PRECLASSIC

:-------------:------------:

EARLY
:
: EL ARBOLILLO: PRECLASSIC :

GUADALUPE :

MIDDLE
PRECLASSIC

SAN JOSE

:-------------:------------:------------:------------:
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at Kaminaljuyu (Sanders and Michels 1977); however, at Matacapan
there is no evidence that the site dominated basal t tool
manufacture , to judge from the survey and excavations carr i ed out
in 1982. Ce r tainly, Matacapan was a major central place, but
basalt tech n ology was not produced for exchange by special ists at
levels remotely comparable to those recorded at Kaminal juyu.
The
site ' s key spatial position consequently may have been the
primary determinant behind the Teotihuacan presence in the
Tu x tlas.
It may have also acted as a major way station for
merchants carrying goods from northern Mesoamerica to the
southern lowlands.
Matacapan, we point out, is located roughly
mi dway between Teotihuacan, Monte Alban, and Tikal, three major
si tes in Middle Classic network associated with Teotihuacan.
We suggest that obsidian was a primary good exchanged long
d i stances in the Middle Classic (see Table 1).
We warrant this
c l aim with the following evidence.
First, the amount of material
fr om different sources util ized during the Formati ve Period conforms to the patt e r n one w o u l d e x pec t un de r conditions of downthe-line exchan ge (Pir e s -Fe rr e ir a 1975 ; Sa ntl e y 1983; Sp e nce
197 8 ; Zeitl in 1978).
In down-the-l ine exchange systems goods are
passed reciprocall y between adjacent sett lements, and there are
few specialists involved in exchange or transfer (Renfrew 1975,
1977).
In the Classic Period, in contrast, patterns of obsidian
fa ll off undergo marked change.
Obsidian from sources contro lled
e i ther by Teotihuacan or Teotihuacan linked pol ities rises dramatica lly in frequency at consumer sites, much more than one wou ld
predict given distance decay as the only factor (Santley 1983;
Zeitlin 1982).
In fact, the general pattern is one of falloffs
beyond about 100 kilometers, then increases in proportion of the
sample at 275-425 kilometers from the source (Santley 1983).
Likewise , sites using disproportionately large amounts of these
obsidians exhibit more profound Teotihuacan influence in other
media (e.g. , ceramics, sculpture,
ritual-ceremonial paraphernalia, and architecture).
This shift in source utilization, we
believe, implies the emergence of a trading system based on
directional middleman e x change and that Teotihuacan played a
major role in structuring the rearrangement.
In addition, there is strong evidence that obsidian working
was the dominant element of the craft economy of ancient Teotihuacan.
Studies by Rene Millon (1973, 1981) and associates
(Ester 1976; Spence 1977, 1981, 1984) have defined nearly 600
craft workshop entities, and of that total nearly one-fifth had
obsidian working as their primary focus.
Obsidian workshops
group into several major classes.
Local workshops appear to have
produced goods primarily for consumption by the inhabitants of
the city and its immediate hinterland.
Regional workshops , in
contrast, seem to have manufactured goods for export beyond the
boundaries of the Teotihuacan state.
Many of these regional
workshops aggregated into clusters which grew to substantial
size, and many seem to have processed a single kind of implement
or tool preform, blade cores and prismatic blades in particular.
The total amount of obsidian working was considerable.
Spence
(n.d.), for exampl e, has estimated that regiona 1 workshop

6

production alone involved several thousand craftsmen and their
dependents.
Santley (1984),
in an independent study,
has
suggested that these workshops were capabl e of producing
sufficient output to provide for the annual domestic needs of at
least several million consumers.
Much of the production of
Teotihuacan's obsidian industry, it would appear, was destined
for exchange throughout Mesoamerica.
Third, the way the Teotihuacan polity was organized closely
fits the dendritic model of politico-economic organization
(Santley, Kerley, and Kneebone n.d.).
In dendritic central place
sys tems large-scale industries come to dominate the economic
climate of the principal urban center (Johnson 1970; Smith 1976).
This community, generall y referred to as a primate center, exerts
p ro found
effects on
local regional economic structure;
lesser
centers function as bulking places for the major industry in the
primate center, and a nested central place hierarchy is inhibited
from developing because most economic connections between
communities are vertical.
We have identified fourteen properties
of dendritic systems,
and of these thirteen are evident at
Teotihua can and in its immediate hinterland.
These include the
pr esence of a primate center, a large-scale industry dominating
the urban economy, a size-sequential site distribution, location
of rur al centers to control the bulking of goods to the primate
center, factory workshop production, and the concentration of all
marketing faci lities in the primate center, among others (Santley
n.d.a).
There is a lso strong reason to bel ieve that dendritics
describe the organization of other aspects of Teotihuacan's
regional economic structure as well (e.g., lime extraction and
grain production) not only in the Basin of Mexico but also in
neighboring regions of Central Me x ico (Sanders, Parsons, and
Sant ley 1979; Sanders and Sant ley 1983; Sant ley n.d.a, n.d.b).
This evidence, we believe, firmly supports the proposition
that Teotihuacan contacts throughout Mesoamerica were economically motivated and that Teotihuacan was the hub of the system.
Why this was so we have attributed to Teotihuacan's need to
diversify energy acquisition, to invest in economic strategies
that spatiall y and temporall y average energy production (Sanders
and Santley 1983; Santley n.d.a; Santley and Ortiz 1983).
The
Basin of Me x ico, the core region over which Teotihuacan had
direct political control, is an area characterized variable by
subsistence risk.
Rainfall levels and frost problems fluctuate
greatly from year to year, and occasionally lean years fall in
sequence.
Risk of this sort has tremendous effects on
agricultural production, including foodstuffs obtained from irrigated land.
Such risks have a greater effect as rainfall levels
become less.
They will also playa greater role in affecting
system structure as
population density rises
and when
physiographic circumscription inhibits movement out of the
region.
One way to alleviate stress is by system investment in
economic strategies that diversify energy acquisition.
Obsidian
working is a very adaptive way to solve this problem because

l
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lithic production and use are only partly conditioned by the same
factors that affect agricultural production.
In order to succeed
in diversification, however, the fledgling manufacturing node
must contro l access to raw materials, it must be in a position to
create scarcity, and this in turn requires that it be located
near raw material deposits and contain a large population capable
of impeding access and underwriting production.
These developments should occur when demographic levels begin to exceed local
support capacity of local subsistence systems.
Once the diversification process begins, resources can be brought in from distant
reg ions as a bank against local perturbations.
Colonization of
the obsidian source region and prol iferation of the city ' s craft
economy occur early in Teotihuacan's history (Spence 1984).
The
city's craft economy emphasizes obsidian working,
and this
development occurs at a time when the population of the Teotihuacan Valley had increased several fold.
The shift to 0bsidian
work ing also happened immediately in the wake of the eruption of
the volcano Xitle, which undermined agricultural subsistence in
the southern part of Basin
of Mexico--the geographic unit in
whic h Teotihuacan is located--and forced populations to relocate
i n the drier, more environmenta lly risky centra 1 Basin (Sanders,
Pars ons , and Santley 1979).
The relative lack of population in
the southern Basin until much latter in the sequence implies that
the effects of this catastrophe were long-term.
Archaeological
and ethnohistoric evidence from Tula,
Tenochtitlan, and their
environs suggest that successor states in the Basin of Me x ico
were simi 1 arl y organi zed (Hea 1 an, Ker 1 ey, and Bey 1983; Sanders,
Parsons, and Santley 1979; Sanders and Santley 1983; Santley
n.d.b; Santley , Kerley, and Kneebone n.d.).
III.

FIELDWORK METHODOLOGY

In 1982, archaeological fieldwork was begun at Matacapan
(see Figure 2).
Matacapan, we suspected, was an important site
in the long-distance exchange system dominated by Teotihuacan.
Our research concentrated on defining the structure, function,
and development of the Teotihuacan barrio, a small mound group to
the west of the main plaza where Teotihuacan materials had been
found by Juan Valenzuela (1945).
Valenzuela's work indicated
that the barrio consisted of four structures arranged around a
small pl aza: two temp le mounds, one of which was constructed in
pure Teotihuacan style, and two large residential platforms and
associated middens (see Figure 3).
Two fieldwork tasks were
conducted in the 1982 season.
First, a systematic survey of the
site was begun to place the materials we were obtaining from the
barrio into a wider context. Second, a series of stratigraphic
excavations were undertaken in Teotihuacan barrio to produce a
ceramic, figurine, and 1 ithic chronology.
This information, we
hoped, would allow a definition of the organization of space
within the barrio and changes through time.
More excavations
were conducted than planned because the tests of midden deposits
showed that the Middle Classic levels were buried at least 50
centimeters below contemporary ground surface.
This required
that the project engage in a more intensive program of subsurface
e x ploration.
For this reason, we did not undertake a total
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Figure 2: The Tuxtlas Region showing the
Location of Major Archaeological Sites.

l

pickup of
originally
classified
tions were
between the

all materia ls on the surface of the barrio as
intended.
All materials retrieved in the field were
in the laboratory.
Fieldwork and laboratory operarun concurrently to allow for productive feedback
survey, test excavations, and the analysis.
A.

SURFACE SURVEY METHODS

The objective of the surface survey was the production of a
map of the ancient site.
The survey, we felt, would provide
imp ortant information on settlement size and configuration,
socioeconomic organization, settlement history, and variabil ity
th erein.
The actual survey involved two fieldwork tasks.
The
first consisted of the preparation of a topographic base map
plotting the distribution of standing architecture and other
sur face features.
A 11 surface features encountered during this
phase were mapped using a transit at a scale of 1:1,000.
A onemeter contour interval was selected so that the map would contain
information on major public buildings and small unobstrusive
house mounds.
The t opog raphic map also provided an array of
control points for the systematic survey.
All of the central
portion of Matacapan, an area 1.1 square ki lometers in size, was
mapped in this fashion (see Figure 4).
The second phase of the survey involved the collection of
surface materials from the area originally surveyed by the
mapping team.
Originally,
we had planned to undertake an
e x tensive survey of the site, then obtain at least one control led
collection from each structure or surface anomaly.
However,
gi ven the sca le of the survey area, proveniencing sampl ing unit
locations soon proved to be a major fieldwork operation in
itself.
Thus, we decided to confine surface collection to the
area physically mapped by the transit team.
The area from which
coll ections were taken was therefore much small er, but the amount
of information retrieved was significantly greater, as multiple
sampl es were drawn from each surface feature or area.
Consequently , rather than restricting the intensive survey to
only the Teotihuacan barrio, an intensive systematic survey
involving controlled collection procedures was carried out
throughout all of "downtown" Matacapan: in essence, that area
which contained most of the site's civic-ceremonial and high
status residential architecture.
Surface collection involved stratified systematic interval
transect sampling (Redman 1973).
Each modern agricultural field
constituted a zonal stratum across which an array of transects
was laid out oriented to the cardinal directions.
The distance
between each transect selected for survey was systematized to
insure adequate spatial coverage.
The 3 by 3 meter square was
the basic collection unit.
Sampling square were arranged 10 to
15 meters apart within each transect to facil itate unit
proveniencing.
Collection procedures were controlled.
By
controlled collection procedures we mean the retrieval of all
surface materials--pottery, lithics, ground stone, etc.--from
sampling units fol lowing vegetation removal.
Care was al so taken
10
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to sampl e all surface architecture.
vJhenever survey transects
did not bisect a mound or other surface feature, secondary
transects perpendicular to the primary alignment were laid out.
All sampling units were assigned a horizontal provenience based
on absolute distance from the primary datum.
Altogether, we were
able to survey 1.1 square kilometers of central Matacapan from
which 1,053 surface collections were obtained.
To our knowledge
this is the most intensive survey employing controlled collection
procedures ever attempted at an urban site in Mesoamerica. For
example, at Teotihuacan an area more than 35 square kilometers
was surveyed by Mapping Project archaeologists from which about
5,000 collections were made (M. Spence, personal communication).
Our sampling intensity is approximately five times that employed
at Teotihuacan, one of the most intensively studied sites in
Mesoamerica.
During the final month of the 1982 field season, it became
apparent that we would not be able to survey all of Matacapan
using this methodology.
At the same time we knew that to change
reconnaissance procedures in midstream would grea tly compromise
th e qual ity of the survey data base.
As a resul t, it was decided
to complete the survey of the site's main civic-ceremonial
prec inct, then conduct an e x tensive survey of outlying areas of
occupation, which would be surveyed using intensive procedures at
a later date.
The extensi ve survey uti 1 ized the reconnaissance
procedures employed by the Basin of Mexico Project (Sanders,
Parsons, and Santley 1979).
An additional 4.5 square k ilometers
of urban occupation was systematica lly surveyed in this manner.
All architecture, concentrations of surface refuse, and other
features were mapped with compass and tape.
Surface collections,
however, were restricted to mounds or areas where there were
concentrations of surface pottery.
These data were plotted on
1:5,000 photographic enhancements of the site obtained from the
~Q~Q!~i! M~!if!~! ~~ ~~~QfQ!Q in Mexico City.
Information on
contemporary land use,
surface visibi lity, hydrography,
topography, and soil conditions was al so recorded.
Surface reconnaissance consequent ly focused on obtaining a
large number of controlled samples from central Matacapan.
Because the horizontal
location of each sample was known,
the surface materials could be accurately related to features
that appeared on the topographic map.
Moreover, because the
number of sampl ing units was 1 arge and the collection procedures
controlled, statistical analyses of spatial patterning of the
archaeological materials could be undertaken without bias overly
affecting the integrity of the survey data base. Information was
also retrieved from a large area of urban occupation surrounding
Matacapan's main complex of public buildings.
Because of time
constraints, survey procedures were extensive,
emphasizing
minimum data retrieval for maximum area 1 coverage.
This
information is being used to isolate areas that will be
intensively surveyed at a later date.
The Matacapan Project developed the following nomenclature
to divide the site into spatial subunits.
The survey indicated
13

that the site consisted of 13 hotspots, or areas that contained
standing surface architecture and/or high densities of surface
material s.
Each of these we termed a sector, a discrete district
or barrio of the site.
In the case of-Sector 1, downtown Matacapan, several groups of mounds were plainly visible on the surface.
Each of these subgroups we called an area to distinguish
the m fro m the 1 a r g ere n tit Y 0 f wh i c h the y were -o-b v i 0 u sly a par t.
Areas in turn could be divided into subareas and these in turn
into excavation squares.
B.

STRATIGRAPHIC EXCAVATION METHODS

Twenty-two stratigraphic excavations were undertaken to
establ ish a pottery and figurine chronology and to obtain information on subsurface variabi 1 ity within the Teotihuacan barrio.
Altogether, we excavated 103,000 potsherds, 3,600 pieces of chipped and ground stone, 300 figurine fragments, and about 1,000
miscellaneous objects (e.g., censers, candeleros , small doublechambered artifacts that probably served as personal incense
burners, earspool s, adorn os to 1 arge incense burners or ceramic
ves sels, beads, pendants, and spindle whorls).
Excavations employed the procedures developed by the University of Missouri Tula Project (Diehl 1974) and the Tulane Univers i ty Tula Project (Healan 1979), with modifications.
The basic
e x cavation unit was the 3 by 3 meter square, which was subdivided
into nine 1 by 1 meter collection loci.
All test pits were
excavated in arbitrary levels whenever cultural stratigraphy was
absent or e x ceeded 10 centimeters in depth.
All earth from the
northwest locus of each excavation was screened, the remainder
e x cavated with trowel and shovel. Each northwest locus also
provided a two-liter flotation sample.
The space within each pit
was segre g ated into discrete zones whenever discontinuous lateral
deposits were discovered.
Subleveling, in contrast, was employed
whenever cultural stratigraphy was encountered, and subzoning and
subleveling were used simultaneously if complex features
appeared.
Both vertica 1 and horizonta 1 provenience units were
merged when necessary so that natural entities such as a room or
refuse midden could be isolated.
Whenever a stratigraphic e x cavation reached seemingly steri le deposits, a 1 by 1 meter preview
pit was e x cavated in the northwest corner of the square and all
earth screened.
If artifact-bearing strata were not encountered
after an additional one meter of excavation, the test pit was
terminated.
Individual excavation squares were located to insure adequate spatial coverage.
Pit locations were not selected using
random sampl ing procedures, because of the sma 11 number of e x cavations and consequent effects of small sample size on sample
representiveness.
The locations of all excavation squares were
therefore biased. Initially, four squares were begun near the
northeast corners of Mounds 1, 2, 3, and 22.
Subsequently, the
e x cavation group was divided into three teams, each concentrating
activity in a different portion of the barrio.
Each team,
consisting of one or more archaeologists and four workmen, e x ca14

vated two pits simultaneously.
Eventua lly, the team probing the
area around Mounds 1 and 2 was moved to Group A.
A 1 together, 385
cubic meters of archaeological deposits were e x cavated using this
methodology.
C.

LABORATORY ANALYSIS METHODS

Laboratory analysis ran concurrently with field research.
Virtually all of the material retrieved in the field was classified immediately after entering the laboratory faci lity in order
to maximize the amount of feedback between survey, excavation,
and analysis.
Initially, all artifacts were sorted into general
g roups (e.g., ceramics, chipped stone, figurines, ground stone,
et c .), then stored for more specialized analyses after an adeq u ate sample of materials had been obtained.
Ceramics were grouped into a series of morphological classes
based on research by Ortiz (1975) and Coe and Diehl (1980) .
Since chronology was a majo r obje ctiv e o f the ceramic analysis,
morphological cl a ss es we r e defined o n t h e basis of past e
char acteristics , surface color , and decorative mode,
th r ee
v a r iables past research in the Tuxtlas had indicated are very
t im e sens i tive.
A sample of 10,000 rimsherds was further classified by vessel form.
By the end of the 1982 season a total of
fifty-si x different ceramic wares and seventy-four discrete
vessel forms had been distinguished in the e x cavated materials.
An attribute analysis was also conducted on all rims from Pits 8
and 20.
The attribute analysis provided a more detai led picture
of variability in paste te x ture and style of deco r ation, two
variables that constituted the basis for class definition.
It
also provided the project with some basis for evaluating observer
bias, the degree to which different analysts classifying the same
material would sort the ceramics into different groups.
That
bias, we estimate, invol ves about 5 percent error in observer
intersubjectivity.
All ceramics from the surface survey were
also grouped by major ware and vessel form whenever possible.
Obsidian was classified using the analytic framework
developed by the Tulane University Tula Project (Healan 1979;
Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
This analysis included identifying of general classes of local and imported raw material, the
definition of technological classes of debitage (the waste pro duced during lithic tool manufacture),
intermediate forms, and
tool rejects , as well as the specification of functional tool
types.
An attribute analysis of all blade cores (fluted cylindrically shaped objects that were thrown away after blades were
struck off),
bifacially chipped objects such as projectile
points, and a sample of all blade fragments
was also completed.
All figurines, ground stone, and miscellaneous artifacts
were also classified.
Figurines were grouped by chronological
period and general styl e onl y, based on facia 1 shape, headdress
style , body morphology, and technology of manufacture.
Ground
stone, in contrast, is uncommon at Matacapan.
The same may be
said for earspools, spindle whorls, candeleros, beads, and pen-
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dants.
In these cases each specimen was described individually.
The faunal and floral material have yet to be studied in detail.
D.

DISTRIBUTION STUDY METHODS

Studies of spatial patterning were facil itated by distribution analyses of the frequency, density, and multiple covariation
and association of particular classes of materials found during
f i eld research.
This aspect of our research provided a basis for
d i stinguishing spatial patterns across the site and for quantitati vely studying site structure and technology.
The distribution
a n alysis was performed with the aid of the IBM 3022 computer at
th e computing center of the University of New Mexico.
Various
b i variate and multivariate techniques were used to establish
p atterns of mutual covariation and association.
The analytic
categories so produced were then plotted spatially.
Recall that
t h e provenience of all coll ection loci is known; therefore, plots
of materials, be they from surveyor excavation, can reproduced
with ease.
This wa s acco mp l ished us i ng e i t h e r individual artifact categories o r hy b ri d va r iab le s d e f ine d a s groups of mutually
assoc ia t ing o r covarying types.
Both the typological and att r i b u t e data were coded onto computer forms in the field for
transfer to the main frame after return from Me x ico.
This
al lowed the distribution analysis to begin immediately fol lowing
the compl etion of fiel d research.
IV.

SETTLEMENT HISTORY

Matacapan has a long occupational history.
Apparently, the
site was first occupied during the Precl assic Period (see Table
1).
Camano coarseware tecomates,
large storage jars withou t
nec k s which were sometimes decorated with rocker stamping ,
Ciruelo red rimmed bowls, and Xochi ltepec whiteware occur in the
deepest levels of Pits 8 and 19, suggesting an Early Formative
date (Coe and Diehl 1980).
Middle Formative pottery is also
present. Formative pottery, however, does not occur in great
numbers at Matacapan,
although sometimes the deposits are very
deep.
These materials are also rare at Tres Zapotes (see Figure
2), implying that Formative Period ~1atacapan antedates the main
occupations at Tres Zapotes.
All of the Early and Middle Formative pottery we have found to date is mi x ed.
This is because
m0 s t 0 f the For mat i ve mat e r i' a 1 de r i v e fro m w hat a p pea r s to h a v e
been a household garden or agricultural plot.
Today in many
parts of rural Mesoamerica household refuse, including pottery,
is still discarded near the residence.
Frequently, part of the
houselot is also used as a garden, and because decaying organic
matter restores soil fertility, household gardens are often cultivated each year,
which effects a considerable mi x ing of
deposits.
We suspect that similar processes were in operation at
Matacapan in the Early and Middle Formative.
The Formative occupations at Matacapan therefore have grea t
antiquity.
Although the site was continuously inhabited for
centuries,
the Formative occupations are not substantial.
Preclassic
pottery occurs only in small pockets throughout the
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Classic
Period occupation zone.
The Formative settlement pattern, then, is highly dispersed.
Apparently, the Preclassic site
consisted
of a number of discrete household units that occupied
different p a r ts of the site.
There is no evidence that these
units were hierarchically ranked vis-a-vis one another.
Allof
the ceramic materials are uti lity wares.
Not present are status
goods made of jade or serpentine or the elaborately carved or
incised service wares that were so commonplace at San Lorenzo,
t he large Olmec center located on the Rio Chiquito near the
border between southern Veracruz and western Tabasco.
(Coe and
Diehl 1980).
This is precisely what we would e x pect if Matacapan
were occupied by sma 11 groups of rural agricul tural ists.
Sometime during the Middle Formative Period the entire site
was covered by ash from San Martin volcano or one of its side
vents.
In undisturbed contexts the tephra (ash) layer is 30-40
c entimeters
deep.
Apparently, the eruption was a catastrophic
ev e n t that rapidly covered the Formative site.
The eruption
probably took plac e in late spring o r early summer - -the dry
seas o n--t o ju dge f r om the lac k ag r icu lt u r a l plant remains
pr eserved on the agricultural surface.
Following the eruption
i t appears that the site was totally abandoned.
Late Formative,
Te rm i n al Formative, and Protoclassic materials do not occur in
s t r atigraphic contexts nor are they present in the surface
s amples.
Central Matacapan lay unoccupied until the Early Classic
Period (see Table 1).
These materials occur above the tephra
layer but below the levels in which Teotihuacan and Middle
Classic ceramics predominate.
It would appear that Early Classic
Matacapan was a fairly large site, though nowhere near the size
it was to attain in the Late Classic.
Early Classic sherds are
consistently distributed over an area appro x imately one square
kilometer in size.
They also occur sporadically in outlying
occupation zones.
None of the civic architecture in downtown
Matacapan can be assigned an Early Classic date with certainty,
due to later mound construction.
It seems li kely, however, that
Matacapan was probably only one of several Early Classic centers,
all relatively equal in size.
El Picayo, for e x ample, was a
major Early Classic site (Ortiz 1975), and what 1 ittle evidence
we have from Matacane la suggests that it al so was.
In the Middle Classic ties with the city of Teotihuacan
became pronounced (see Table 1).
A mound complex was built by or
for these foreigners.
At least one structure, Mound 2, was
constructed in typical Teotihuacan style, and chances are that
Mound 1 was also a talud-tablero temple platform.
Mounds 3 and
22, also in the Teotihuacan barrio, were presumably residential
structures occupied by persons who used relatively great numbers
of Teotihuacan style ritual-ceremonial paraphernalia.
In 1982 we
conducted a series of excavations behind Mound 3 and Mound 22
which encountered refuse dumps deposited by the occupants of the
buildings, confirming their residential function.
These deposits
were al so unusua lly rich in Teotihuacan materia ls (e.g.,
cylindrical tripod vases, candeleros, figurines, and g reen
18
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obsidian). In fact, tripods from cyl indrical vessel s are the most
common support class from Middle Classic contexts in the barrio.
Most of the cylindrical tripod vases at Matacapan are imitations
of Teotihua can vessel s rendered in local paste, often in Tuxtl as
Fine Orange or Fine Gray.
Candeleros and Teotihuacan figurines
were also manufactured using local clays.
The Middle Classic
mound orientation is quite different from the al ignment bui ldings
were to adopt in the Late Classic.
This suggests that the abandonment of the barrio and the cessation of ties with Teotihuacan
coincided with a major reorganization in community plan.
In the Late Classic, Matacapan grew tremendously in size
(see Figure 5).
There was not a collection locus in the 5.6
square kilometers mapped by the survey team that did not contain
Late Classic uti lity wares.
This estimate should be considered
as a minimum as we have not been able to survey all outlying
zones of suburban occupation.
It is quite possible, then , that
Late Classic Matacapan was considerably larger than the area
physically mapped by the
survey crew.
Although the ceramic
analysis is still in progress, it appears likely that we will be
able to subdivide the Late Classic into two phases.
This
periodization is defined by changes in service ware frequency and
obsidian source utilization.
A substantial proportion of the
Late Classic obsidian sample is green in color, indicating
reliance on material from the Pachuca source complex in southern
Hidalgo.
In the early Late Classic green obsidian accounts for
12-22 percent of the sample, in contrast to the mean of 4 percent
during the Middle Classic.
In the late Late Classic the skew
toward Pachuca obsidian increases even further, to about 28-40
percent.
The obsidian retrieved from these deposits is identical
to the material recently excavated by Tulane University at Tula,
Hidal go (Heal an, Kerl ey, and Bey 1983).
The same kinds of trade
sherds from the Central Gulf Coast also occur at Tula as at
Matacapan, implying contemporaneity.
To our knowledge, this is
the first recorded instance of Toltec obsidian trade with the
South Gul f Coast.
Late Classic Matacapan is dominated by a large plaza (see
Figure 5).
A peculiar aspect of this plaza is that it was terraced.
Four groups of public buildings are distributed around
the plaza.
Area A, located directly to the north, consists of
eighteen
mounds.
Two of these structures, Mounds 9a and 20, are
large platform mounds approximately 5-8 meters in height and 70100 meters on a side.
These buildings are our best candidates
for royal palaces, given their unusually large size, that they
have smaller, presumably residential structures, on top, and
their association with all kinds of artifactual debris, including
a wide variety of util itarian pottery, 1 ithics, ground stone, and
bone.
We have reason to believe that these two structures were
occupied sequentiall y.
Mound 9a is associated excl usivel y with
Late and Terminal Classic materia ls, whereas the refuse
associated with Mound 20 dates mainly to the Middle Classic
Period.
Mound 9a, moreover, is associated with a small ball
court, a Late Classic hallmark on the South Gulf Coast.
In
addition, each of these structures is associated with a conical
19

temple mound, Mounds 9b and 19.
These buildings may represent
funerary temples to elite descent lines.
Alternatively, they may
have functioned as shrines for local deities.
The volume of fill
present in these structures compares favorably with that of
Mounds 1 and 2, the two principal temples in the Teotihuacan
barrio.
A number of small er mounds al so occur in Area A.
Typicall y,
these mounds are rectangul ar in shape, several meters high, and
15 to 25 meters on a side.
Excavations near the base of Mound 5
produced relatively great amounts of domestic trash, indicating
that many of these structures probabl y had a residentia 1
function.
Many of these structures are arranged around small
plazas.
Mounds 5, 13, 17, and 18, for example, are distributed
around one such feature, Mounds 11 and 12 around another.
The
lithics associated with these structures are heavily skewed
toward obsidian from the Pachuca source.
This skew is most
marked near t~ound 18.
Area A also contains a small ball court.
Mounds 6 and 7 define the court to the east and west.
The
southern boundary is provided by Mound 8.
The northern end, in
contrast, was apparentl y 1 eft open.
A number of craft activity areas also occur in Area A (see
Table 2). Thus far, we have been able to empirically define four
different kinds of workshop entities.
Ceramic workshops are
local ities where the density of surface pottery is unusually high
and a substantial proportion of all materials consist of highly
fired or misfired sherds.
These same materials occurred in
abundance in association with the ceramic kiln excavated in Pit
6.
Al together, twenty such loci occur in Sector 1, most of which
are located in Area A.
All of these workshops are small and are
associated with particular mounds, suggesting production for
loca 1 use.
A number of figurine workshops may also be present.
These
were defined by figurine molds which occasionally appeared in the
samples.
The distribution of figurine molds is not aggregated;
rather, they occur throughout the occupation zone, implying manufacture by individual residences or temples.
Two types of obsidian workshops have also
been
distinguished.
In Area A there are four such loci.
Three are
bl ade core workshops. At these loci obsidian densities are high,
and a significant proportion of all materials consists of decortication flakes and blades, platform thinning flakes, platform
facing flakes, error recoveries,
exhausted cores, and unuti lized
blades, indicating core reduction and blade removal as principal
activities.
The fourth is a blade use workshop, a locality where
prismatic blades were utilized
for some task.
Although the
density of surface obsidian is high, reduction debitage is not
present, suggesting that the tools were produced elsewhere.
Moreover, many of the blades recovered have heavi ly battered use
edges.
With one exception where the proportion of Pachuca
obsidian is exceedingly high, all workshops relied predominantly
on gray obsidian.
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Table 2: Summary Data on Sector Socioeconomic Structure at Matacapan
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

# of Surface
Sector

Size
1.1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

km

Collections

Pottery
Density/M

1, 053

2.2 a

of
Mounds

#

33

9

O. 1 50
0.038
0.028
0.008
0.025
0.022
0.014
0.014

5
5
4
1
4
3
3
3

11.8
12. 9
9. 6
6.4
14.4
11. 6
9. 2
7. 3

1
3
1
0
1
Ob
3b
1

10
11
12
13

0.064
0.002
0.024
0.034

3
1
1
2

1 O.
6.
1 6.
18.

0
0
0
1

1
9

1
4

Workshop Type
5 core-bl ade,
1 b 1 a de use,
20 ceramic
2 ceramic
1 ceramic

1
2
1
1

core-blade
core-blade,
blade use
ceramic

a. Estimate based on all collection squares, including squares lacking
surface materials
b. Number does not include mounds recently destroyed
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Area B, the Teotihuacan barrio, is located immediately to
the west of the main pl aza (see Figure 6) .
Much of this
architecture , the e x cavations have demonstrated, was origina lly
c onstructe d s ometime in the Middle Classic.
Mounds 1, 2, 3, and
22 were al l built as a single unit early in the Middle Classic.
The central part of Area B consists of a plaza bui lt atop an
artificially raised platform around which all of the barrio ' s
civic architecture is distributed.
Mounds 1 and 2, the two
temp 1 e pl atforms, border the pl aza to the west , whereas Mounds 3
a n d 22, the two residential structures, occur directly to the
north and south, dividing the barrio into three zones: Subareas
B- 1, B-2, and B-3.
Mounds 3 and 22 also support small mounds
at o p the main platforms.
These presumably represent the remains
of collapsed residential structures build atop the mounds.
A
n umber of small mounds also occur to the northwest of Mound 3.
T hese structures, genera lly 1 ess than one meter in height, appear
t o have been built much later in the Late Classic after the major
e pi sode of barrio construction.
Areas C and D a r e l o cat ed t o th e s o uth of the main plaza.
Area C c onsis t s of a cluste r of buildings i mme di a t ely so u thwes t
of the plaza .
The dominant building in Area C is Mound 27 or El
Ga 110, t he 1 argest templ e mound at Matacapan.
E 1 Ga 110 measure s
ap p ro x imately 75 meters on a side and is nearly 15 meters tall.
Local informants report finding basalt sculpture nearby.
Area C
also contains four smaller structures.
Two of these buildings,
Mounds 25 and 26 , are temple platforms.
Mounds 24 and 28, in
contrast, appear to have had a residential function, perhaps for
temple personnel.
Area D lies several hundred meters to the
southeast of the plaza.
Six buildings were mapped by the survey
team.
The la r gest, Mound 29, is a temple platform, the remainder
residential mounds.
The main area of mounded architecture in downtown Matacapan
is surrounded by a large zone of residential occupation (see
Figure 4).
Surface occupation is 1 iterall y continuous throughout
the 4.5 square kilometers extensively surveyed by the mapping
team, reflecting some sort of urban residential sprawl that
radiates outwards 2-3 ki lometers in all directions from the main
plaza.
Occupational density varies considerably, though in no
area is surface pottery absent.
This variability, we believe,
reflects differences in population density.
Altogether, we have
defined thirteen occupation sectors.
Sector 1 is the main zone
of civic architecture in downtown Matacapan, Sectors 2-13 the
outlying zones of urban occupation (see Table 2).
Each sector of urban occupation is an irregularly defined
area where surface pottery is amply represented.
Typically, each
a lso contains one or more mounded structures.
Genera lly, these
are platform mounds, structures that originally functioned as the
residences for sector elites.
Occasionally, temple mounds also
occur.
Mean sector size is 3.5 hectares; however, there is
considerable variability.
Sector 2, the largest, covers more
than 15 hectares; Sector 5, the smallest, only about 0.8 hectares.
The density of surface refuse generally runs about 100
22

sherds per collection.
Coarse utilitarian wares predominate.
The samples from platform mounds, in contrast, are more skewed
toward ser v ice wares,
Fine Gray,
Fine Orange,
and Tu x tlas
Polychrome in particular.
Population densities within each sector may have been about 25-50 persons per hectare.
In
intervening areas, on the other hand, the density of occupation
seems to have been much less, perhaps 5-10 persons per hectare.
The total population of Late Classic Matacapan, then , may have
been as large as 3600-7200 persons.
Several craft workshops were also discovered in the
residential zone (see Table 2).
Four of these are obsidian
wor k shops. One of these workshop entities is located in Sector
8, about 400 meters to the west of the Teotihuacan barrio.
The
s u r face sample contained 55 pieces of obsidian.
Included in the
s ample were irregular blades, prismatic blades, ridge blades,
co re trimming fl akes, exhausted cores, and fl ake debitage, indic a ti ng core reduction and blade removal as dominan t activities.
The other wo rkshops occ ur in Se ctor 9.
One of these is a blade
use worksh o p defin e d by s ig nificant n umbe r s o f prismati c s, many
of which e x hibit e x tensive edge wear.
The other two are core
b l ade wor k shops.
Interestingly, the density of surface obsidian
i s at least three times higher in outlying sectors than in
downtown Matacapan.
The average coll ection in the residential
zone yielded 9.3 fragments, whereas in downtown Matacapan the
average sample contained only about 3.4 pieces of obsidian.
This
difference remains even if the workshop sampl es are e x cl uded from
the analysis.
Our conclusion is that outlying barrios performed
important service functions for the politico-economic and
religious elite in central Matacapan and that this service
activity accounts for the relative lack of obsidian in the central pa r t of the site.
Outlying sectors also contain localities
that we believe were ceramic workshops.
These tend to be more
widely distributed than obsidian workshops (see Table 2).
Limited information was also collected on the distribution
of settlements surrounding the 5.6 square kilometer area surveyed
by the mapping team.
The main zone of population buildup was
apparently surrounded by a number of small rural settl ements or
areas of suburban occupation.
Five of these settlements were
located between Matacapan and Lake Catemaco (see Figure 2).
Each
of these outliers consists of one or more temple mounds, which
are often substantial in size, several platform mounds, and a
small area of domestic occupation, defined by concentrations of
surface ceramics.
Each outl ier covers an area approximately one
to fi ve hectares in size.
The volume of mounded architecture is
greater than one would expect based on the area of surface occupation alone.
Recall that at Matacapan each site sector contained one or more platform mounds, but these were generally
modest in si ze and onl y sometimes associated with templ e
architecture.
Apparently, Sector 1 at Matacapan performed
important central-place functions with respect to the urban
center, as reflected by the scale of the civic architecture in
downtown Matacapan.
In rural settings, in contrast, some of
these same functions may have been supp 1 ied loca lly; hence, the
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occurrence of more substantial temple architecture and other
public buildings.
Several areas of suburban occupation also
special ized in ceramic production.
One of these sites contains a
workshop zo ne covering at least 35 hectares.
Workshop sites
associate directly with fine paste clay deposits.
These deposits
are unusua lly rich in montmori llonite and extend 1 iterall y for
kilometers
At least three levels of settlement are therefore indicated.
The first consists of Sector 1, Matacapan's major zone of civic
architecture.
Central Matacapan in turn was surrounded by at
least twelve sectors of urban occupation that were politically
and economically dominated by the elite resident in Sector l.
The urban center of Matacapan was in turn surrounded by a number
of outlying settlements.
The presence of substantial public
architecture in these settlements suggests that they exercised a
certain amount of local autonomy.
Exactly how these outliers
we r e integrated into the regional system dominated by Matacapan
remain s un clear , however.
V.

STRATIGRAPHIC EXCAVATIONS

The Matacapan Project also conducted twenty-two
stratigraphic excavations.
These excavations provided important
information on ceramic and figurine chronology as well as a large
sample of imported obsidian.
The stratigraphic excavations also
furnished information on the depth of deposits, the range of
feature types that might be located in trash middens, and the
sequence of occupation: information that would be useful in
designing a more extensi ve program of lateral excavations.
Since
a detailed examination of changes in barrio configuration,
activity patterning, and their relationship to the process of
Teotihuacan contact was a major project goal, nineteen test
excavations were placed in the Teotihuacan barrio.
This group of
excavations was termed Q£~~~llQ~ I (see Figure 6).
These excavations were located in three different parts of the barrio.
Q£~~~llQ~ I=~ was situated in the area around Mounds 1 and 2 and
the bar rio p 1 a z a 1 0 cat edt 0 the e a s t, Q£ ~~ ~llQ ~ 1= ~ i nth ear e a
to the north of Mound 3, and Q£~~~llQ~ I=~ directly to the south
of Mound 22.
Q£~~~llQ~ II and Q£~~~llQ~
excavations were
conducted in the main mound group to the east of the barrio (see
Figure 11).

III

A.

OPERATION

I-A

Six stratigraphic excavations were conducted in Operation 1A (see Figure 6).
Pits 3, 4, 9, la, and 12 were located around
Mounds 1 and 2, whereas Pit 1 was placed in the barrio plaza near
the southeast corner of Mound 3.
These excavations were undert a ken to d ate the ma j 0 rep i sod e s 0 f pub 1 i c b u i 1 din g con s t r 'u c t ion
in the barrio.
The buildings themselves were not excavated;
rather, we assumed that construction periods could be dated by
trash in association with the structures.
l~e
were also
interested in obtaining information on changes in the use of
space and the historica 1 development of the barrio as a
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structural unit.
This area had also been tested by Valenzuela
(1945).
Therefore, we knew that Teotihuacan materials would be
present in s ignificant numbers.
Operat i on I - A produced 1 ittle cultural stratigraphy.
Apparently, the main architecture was bui lt as a single unit sometime
in the Middle Classic.
This activity obliterated most traces of
earlier construction.
Formative and Early Classic pottery,
however, was present, indicating earlier phases of use.
Pit 1
e x posed a compacted earthen surface that s loped to the south near
t h e bottom of the excavation.
This surface was apparently slopew ash from some construction under Mound 3.
Associated pottery
su ggested that the surface was Early Classic in date.
Mounds 1 and 2 were constructed on a series of long, narrow
basalt r idges.
Chunks of basalt were brought in and mixed with
earth to create a level ground surface.
The number of angular
b as alt chunks increased with depth.
The plaza surface was
rebuilt several tim es , and eac h tim e the fi 11 used as plaza
subflooring c o ntain ed mo r e tr a s h.
Th is r e f u s e was r e lativel y
ric h in Teo t ihuacan materials, indicating that the fill was
obtained locally , probably from within the barrio.
All si x
e x cavations p roduced comparatively 1 ittle cultural material, and
most of the pottery was concentrated in the first half meter of
the profi leo
No artifacts were found on or embedded in the plaza
surfaces.
This lack of material we attributed to sweeping activities, a common cultural practice near ceremonial architecture in
t he Postclassic Period.
B.

OPERATION I-B

Seven pits were excavated in the northern barrio (see Figure
6).
The s e e x cavations were undertaken to define open-air
activity areas behind Mound 3.
Here, Valenzuela (1945) had also
uncovered Teotihuacan material s, inc luding figurines and
candeleros.
This area, we thought, might contain specialized
manufacturing and storage facil ities associated with the Teotihuacan presence at Matacapan.
Pits 5, 15, and 16 were placed in
an alignment paralleling the northern boundary of Mound 3.
Pits
6,11, and 22 were located farther north near the northern edge
of the area we defined as the Teotihuacan barrio.
Pit 17 was
situated about 50 meters north of Mound 1.
In the Middle Classic the northern barrio functioned as an
open-air multipurpose activity area.
Portions of this area were
paved with puddled sandy ash, perhaps to facilitate drainage
during the rainy season.
Pits 5,11, and 16 encountered traces
of a series of ash pavements.
In every case the surface was
badly preserved, due to repeated use, exposure to precipitation,
and/or rodent activity following abandonment.
Occasionally, the
pavement was a discrete consolidated entity 10-15 centimeters
thick, but more often it survived only as a thin layer or cap.
Generally two, sometimes three surfaces were superimposed one
atop another.
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Three activity zones were distinguished in Operation I-B,
based on associated trash.
Parts of the western section of the
northern ba rri o served as a refuse dump for material used by the
occupants of Mound 3. Debris of all kinds was discarded in great
amounts, incl uding Teotihuacan cyl indrical tripod bowls and candeleros.
This trash was especially common in deeper levels in
the excavations.
Hewn rock rubbl e was al so present, indicating
that renovations of Mound 3 sometimes involved removal of the
previous facade.
The zone of trash accumulation extended from
Pit 16 west to Pit 17.
The midden was also used as a burial
locus.
One burial was encountered in Pit 16.
This interment was
disturbed; only femur and tibia fragments were present, and these
were disarticulated, indicating secondary burial.
The individual
was buried with six vessels (four plates, one bowl, and a small
spouted monochrome jar).
A second burial was excavated in Pit
17.
This individual was placed in a sitting position, with the
legs arched back toward the trunk and the head facing downward.
Specific age and sex determination was not made .
The individual
was an adult, however, to judge from overall stature and postcranial epiphyseal closure.
A large portion of the area directly behind Mound 3 was
apparently a raised platform or terrace where many day-to-day
domestic activities were presumably conducted. Refuse was relatively uncommon, except below each pavement, and the trash
contained artifacts of all types and bone and plant remains,
indicating that Mound 3 was a residential structure.
Curiously,
obsidian was unusually abundant. Much of this material was gray;
however, green obsidian from the Pachuca source near Teotihuacan
was also present, sometimes in very notable amounts.
The gray
material contained irregular pressure blades, ridge blades,
erai llure flakes, e x hausted cores, and other core-bl ade debitage,
demonstrating that blade core reduction and core rejuvenation
took place at this locus.
The green material, in contrast, was
represented largely by spent prismatic blades.
To the north of the paved terrace we encountered a ceramic
production zone.
Pit 6 produced a small circular updraft kiln
that was appro x imately one meter in diameter (see Figure 7).
This feature was constructed of straw tempered daub , with the
interior surface laminated with plaster.
The daub was rock-hard
and reddish-yel low in color, indicating that the interior of the
feature had been repeatedly exposed to high temperatures.
The
ki ln was left in place so that archaeomagnetic samples could be
obtained at a later date.
Associated with this feature were
fragments of vitrified clay, several stone burnishers, and many
large sherds from Coarse Orange jars.
These sherds were wasters,
fragments from vesse ls that had broken or warped during firing.
Many of these sherds were highly fired, sometimes over-fired, to
judge from paste color.
We suspect that some were also used as
kiln lids, a common practice both today in Mesoamerica and
probably also in the past (D. Healan, personal communication).
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C.

OPERATION I-C

Six excavations were conducted in Operation I-C to search
for activity surfaces and middens deposits associated with Mound
22 (see Figure 6).
This area had not been tested by Valenzuela
(1945).
Therefore, excavation was necessary to determine whether
this structure was physica lly a part of the Teotihuacan barrio.
Pits 2, 8, 13, and 19 were located directly to the south of Mound
22, a low platform mound comparable in size and shape to Mound 3.
Pits 7 and 14, in contrast, were situated farther south in the
natural depression between Mound 22 and Mound 24.
These excavations were the most productive we conducted in 1982.
A large
refuse dump rich in domestic trash was uncovered as well as a
series of stratified Middle Classic floors and a Formative Period
agricultural surface and associated midden.
Except for Pit 2, all excavations were located south of the
terrace that adjoined the rear of Mound 22.
It would appear that
much of this area was used as a trash dump in the Middle Classic.
Refuse was especially common at 90-170 centimeters below datum
(B. D).
Garbage of all sorts was encountered.
Ceramics were
unusually abundant, but manos, metates, figurines, obsidian, and
animal bone were also very common.
This was particularly the
case in Pits 2, 8, and 19 where an average 10-centimeter level
yielded more than twenty
two-liter bags of materials.
The fact
that the middens contained a 11 types of refuse normally expected
from a household unit suggested that Mound 22 was a domestic
structure.
The large sample of cylindrical tripod bowls,
candeleros, vessels with Central Mexican style excision, and
Teotihuacanoid figurines found in the midden indicated that Mound
22 was occupied by persons with strong Teotihuacan affinities.
The midden encountered in Pit 13 was fundamentally different.
Although ceramics were present in significant amounts, uti litarian pottery, manos, metates, and animal bone were more uncommon.
Ritual artifacts such as ladle censers, prong-rim censers, figurines, and elaborately decorated bichrome and polychrome pottery,
however, occurred in much greater numbers.
The dump's location
near a sma 11 temple platform (Mound 23) suggested that the midden
was nondomestic.
The assemblage represented
pointed to a similar conclusion: that is, the area to the east of Mound 23 served
as a temple dump, not as a domestic refuse midden.
Burials were also placed in trash middens.
Pit 2 produced
an exceptionall y well preserved burial.
The indi vidua 1 was found
lying on its side in a crouching position.
The legs were flexed
toward the chest, with the hands crossed to the right of the
chest.
The individual was a female, aged 22-27 years, based on
the width of the greater sciatic notch, the incidence of a sceptal aperture in the olecranon fossa of the right humerus, the
rel ative wear of the sacro-ill iac articul ation, postcranial epiphyseal closure, cranial suture closure, and dental wear.
The
skeleton also exhibited evidence of intentional deformation.
The
skull had a marked degree of fronto-occipital deformation which
caused the left parietal to bulge significantly, producing an
exaggerated asymmetrical appearance.
In addition, all eight
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incisors were mutilated.
The upper central incisors had two
symmetrica lly placed, V-shaped grooves cut into the crown, whi le
the upper lateral and all four bottom incisors only had a single
V-shaped groove.
No grave goods were found associated with the
skeleton, except for six copper rings on the right hand, two each
on the index, middle, and little fingers.
Period assignment is
difficult, due to the lack of grave goods.
The copper rings
imply a Postclassic date (R. Diehl, personal communication);
however, the style of dental mutilation is distinctly Classic
Period in appearance (F. Bustamante, personal communication).
No
burial pit was detected either during the excavation or in the
pit profile.
Two pieces of hewn basalt were found 40-50 centimeters above the skeleton in direct correspondence with the
positioning of the body.
These stones may have origina 1 ly demarcated the top of the burial pit.
If so, then the burial probably
dates to the Middle Classic, as the stones are associated with
Teotihuacan tripod supports.
Farther to the south the refuse midden terminates. Little
evidence of occupation was discovered in pits 7 and 14 in the
first 150 centimeters of the archaeological deposit.
Most of the
material encountered consisted of very small potsherds.
This
deposit, then, probably represents slopewash from Mound 22.
At
150-190 centimeters B.D. there were a seri es of earthen 1 i v i ng
surfaces (see Figure 8).
Each of these surfaces was a compact
earthen floor set upon a sandy loam substratum.
No post holes or
other structural features were found in association, but Teotihuacan materials, including tripod supports and candeleros,
occurred both above and below the surfaces, indicating a Middle
Classic date. Because the surfaces were bui lt of compacted earth,
they looked quite different from the prepared surfaces found in
Operation I-B. Subsequent excavation demonstrated that they had
been constructed to seal a trash midden that contained great
amounts of Middle Classic garbage, including Teotihuacan materials.
In Pit 7 the trash midden extended to more than 300 centimeters B. D.
All of the Teotihuacan barrio originally rested on a layer
of black granular volcanic ash.
The ash layer, however, was only
encountered in Pits 8 and 19, due to earth removal for mound
construction in later time periods (see Figures 9 and 10).
At
first, we thought that the ash layer was an ancient humus horizon
because its texture was extreme ly friable, but after subsequent
excavation we discovered additional artifact-bearing strata.
The
soil below the ash was dark brown and had a very compact matrix,
very different from the light brown sandy loams above the ash.
Also, there was a major shift in the kinds of ceramics below the
ash.
Coarse wares, especi a 11 y tecomates and compl ex si 1 houette
bowl s, were very common, and Fine Orange and Fine Gray,
diagnostics in the ceramic assemblage above the tephra, were only
occasionally represented.
Moreover, this deposit was 100-150
centimeters deep.
This deposit was Formative Period in date.
Present were Early Preclassic hallmarks such as Camano Coarse,
frequently with rocker-stamping or finger-punctate decoration, as
well as Ciruela
Red-Rimmed and Xochiltepec White, two Middle
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What we had discovered was the remains of a small Olmec s ite
that had been covered by volcanic ash sometimes in the Middle
Formative.
The tephra layer was interna lly differentiated, with
both fine grained substrata and more granular layers being represented.
Except for an occasional gopher burrow, the Formative
horizon was totally sealed.
The ash layer was particul arly well
preserved in Pit 8 (see Figure 9).
Here, the lower surface of
t he ash undulated, whereas its upper surface was more level.
In
addition, the upper surface was baked hard, indicating prolonged
e x posure to sunlight.
The ash layer sloped to the southeast.
Pit 19 was excavated three meters directly to the north of Pit 8
to e x pose another portion of this deposit (see Figure 10).
Again
the tephra layer was encountered, but the boundary between it and
t he underlying Preclassic deposit was more nearly level, and the
un dulating surface excavated in
Pit 8 was not detected.
These
ash layers may ha ve come f r om th e same volcanic e vent that
cover e d Tr e s Za po tes a n d Ce rr o de l a s Mesa s wit h t e phra around
600 B.C. (Chase 1981).
In our opinion, Pits 8 and 19 had exposed portions of a
Middle Preclassic houselot.
The undulating surface e x cavated in
Pit 8 were the ridges and furrows of an agricultural plot in use
at the time of the eruption.
Three ridges were present in the
north profile and parts of four in the south profile.
The ridges
were 72 - 110 centimeters a part, with crests 12-22 centimeters
above the swales.
No plant casts or carbonized remains were
uncovered on the ridges, suggesting that the field had just been
cleared of vegetation prior to the eruption.
The high density of
refuse, particularly domestic ceramics, indicated that the plot
was a small household garden placed adjacent to a residence.
According to Payson Sheets (1982: 113), soil ridging is a
maintenance technique done for various reasons, incl uding moisture retention, drainage of excess moisture, root aeration, and
erosion control, particularly in sloping terrain.
Ridging is
al so performed today near Matacapan, genera lly to channel runoff,
and with few e x ~eptions furrow and slope directions always
correspond.
Recall that in Pit 8 the Formative ground surface
dipped sharply to the southeast, paralleling the direction of the
furrows.
Ridging is also a cultivation technique reserved for
plots cropped every year or every few years. It requires the use
of the hoe or some substitute implement, and only rarely is it
applied to fields under extensive cultivation.
The evidence at
hand demonstrates that agricultural systems in the Tuxtlas contained an intensive component during the Formative Period.
Intensive gardening may have begun as early as the Early
Formative.
Although the ash layer was also e x posed in Pit 19, there was
no evidence of ridging.
Here, the Formative Period ground surface was more nearly level, in contrast to the steeper slope it
displayed in Pit 8.
Apparently, barrio topography was consider32
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ably altered in the Classic Period.
In the Middle Formative
Period the area under Mound 22 was a flat ridge, whereas under
the terrace to the south there was a shallow depression 5-6
meters lower than the ridge top.
We suspect that the area under
Mound 22 was the residence of a small Olmec Period household and
that the houselot garden was located directly to the south to
take advantage of runoff.
Two lines of evidence support this
claim.
First, there was an alignment of rocks in the northeast
corner of Pit 19.
This alignment, which occurred immediately
under the tephra fall, cou ld have been a wa 11 foundation.
Domestic structures tend to be placed in such locations because
drainage is better.
Second, pottery densities from the Formative
deposit exposed in Pit 19 were higher than those in Pit 8 where
the garden plot was situated.
Past research elsewhere in
Mesoamerica indicates that refuse densities at Formative sites
generally decreased with distance from the residence, with the
highest densities being recorded within a short distance of the
house (Santley 1977; M. Winter, personal communication).
D.

OPERATIONS II AND III

Only three excavations were conducted outside the Teotihuacan barrio (see Figure 11).
These excavations were placed in
Area A, the main mound group. Limited testing by Valenzuela
(1945) and Ortiz (1975) suggested that most of the architecture
in Group A had been constructed in the Late Classic (see Table
1).
Operation II was located midway between the Teotihuacan
barrio and Orti z's excavations north of Mound 9.
Pit 20 was
situated west of Mound 6, one of three mounds bounding a small
ball court, whi le Pit 21 was located directly to the southeast of
Mound 5, a low residential mound.
Operation III consisted of
only one excavation, Pit 18.
Operation III was placed north of
Mound 18 (see Figure 11).
Here, an unusually dense concentration
of green obsidian from the Pachuca source in southern Hidalgo was
discovered during the surface survey.
Pit 18 was undertaken
to date that concentration.
Pit 2 0 ex po sed a s e r i es of c om pac t ash sur fa c e s s i mil a r to
the pavements exposed in Operation I-B.
These pavements represented a series of plaza subsurfaces associated with the mounded
architecture.
A buried terrace retaining wall associated with
Mound 6 was discovered in the west profile.
This wall was
constructed of rock rubble and associated directly with one of
the ash surfaces, supporting the claim that plazas were
intentionally surfaced.
Teotihuacan materials such as copaware
(a fine paste, differentially burnished tan ceramic ware
typically produced as small pitchers at Teotihuacan) and cyl indrical tripod supports occurred in association.
Teotihuacan
occupation therefore extended beyond the barrio.
Also,
it
appeared that some of the public architecture in Area A contained
Middle Classic substructures.
No such surfaces were encountered
in Pit 21.
This excavation produced 1 ittl e cu ltura 1 stratigraphy
and few artifactual materials.
Copaware, however, was present,
indicating Teotihuacan occupation in the vicinity.
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Operation III was placed directly to the north of Mound 18.
The sur f ace collections from the area around Mounds 13, 17, and
1 8 contained s ignificant amounts of green Pachuca obsidian (ca.
38 percent ).
Al though few material s were obtained from stratigraphic contexts, a substantial proportion of all obsidian was
green.
Virtually all of the sample consisted of spent prismatic
blades.
These blades were morphologically identical to material
r ecently excavated at the obsidian workshop in Tula, Hidalgo
( Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
Associated ceramics indicated
t hat this deposit was Late Classic in date (ca. A.D. 700-900).
Much of this material, then, may have come from Tula, not Teotih u acan.
To our knowledge, this is the first recorded instance of
Tol t ec obsi dian trade with the South Gul f Coast.
We do not know
wh e t her participation in this long-distance distribution system
r eq u ired a Toltec presence at Matacapan.
VI.

OBSIDIAN EXCHANGE WITH THE TUXTLAS REGION

An aim of th e Ma t ac apa n P r o ject was to investigate the
process of Te o tihuac a n con t ac t wit h t he Tuxtlas Region.
This
pro ject was viewed as the first stage of a long-term program of
r esearch designed to study the rise of comple x in the Tuxtlas and
the role long-distance e x change networks had in structuring
s oc i oeconomic comple x ity.
Our working hypothesis was that Matacapan contained an enclave of merchants from Teotihuacan and that
control of the long-distance exchange of obsidian from the
Pachuca and Otumba sources in Central Me x ico and the Zaragoza
source near Pico de Orizaba volcano in central Veracruz was an
important element behind the contact process.
Analysis of the
obsidian assemblage was therefore a major aspect of our research
at Matacapan.
The Tuxtlas is one region of Mesoamerica where
obsidian does not naturally occur.
Thus, all of the obsidian
present at Matacapan had to be traded long distances.
Obsidian
working is also a subtractive technology; it involves the removal
of masses of material to shape implements.
Consequently, aspects
of the structure of the production-distribution system can be
established through the analysis of implements and debitage.
Because the array of sources uti lized at a site can be characterized using physiochemical techniques, obsidian provides an opportunity to unambiguously reconstruct changing exchange al ignments.
Although our material has not been submitted yet for trace
element analysis, we can distinguish several sources based on
visual inspection.
These are discussed below.
A.

BLADE CORE REDUCTION

Repl ication studies of Mesoamerican polyhedral blade core
technology have contributed greatly to our understanding of blade
manufacturing sequences (Clark 1982; Crabtree 1968; Sheets and
Muto 1972; Sheets 1975a). A major assumption underlying such
studies is that manufacturing sequences and attributes replicated
by e x perimental research can be identified on archaeological
specimens.
Thus far, replication studies have not been successful in tota lly dupl icating past assembl ages; however, they have
provided quite useful information on the general sequence of
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blade core reduction, the series of activities involved in each
stage of the manufacturing sequence, and the kinds of associated
material byproducts.
The technological analysis of obsidian
assemblages, then, attempts to answer questions concerning manu~
facturing processes at archaeological sites.
Because obsidian
working produces great amounts of debitage, it is also possible
to reconstruct the form in which the material entered and left
particular sites.
The archaeological context (e.g., quarry vs.
consumer site, urban vs. rural site, domestic vs. workshop site,
and elite vs. commoner site) factors the interpretation of the
settlement's place within the prehistoric production-distribution
system.
Prismatic blades are numerically predominant at Matacapan.
Consequently, the technological analysis that follows deals
primarily with blade core reduction and blade manufacture.
The
steps involved in this dynamic process are presented in terms of
the reduction sequence from quarry to consumer, as indicated by
data currently available for Mesoamerica.

1. MACROCORE REDUCTION
Obsidian occurs in two forms at geological sources in Mesoamerica: as large blocks and as nodules.
The geological context
is technologically significant because it affects initial
reduction and the types of debitage produced.
Nodul ar obsidian
appears as small cobbles both on the surface and in subterranean
contexts.
Block obsidian, in contrast, usually occurs as large
subsurface veins.
In general,
vein obsidian was preferred
because of its lack of internal flow planes and inclusions in
comparison to nodular obsidian.
Size may have also been a factor
as vein obsidian may be obtained in large lots with little external cortex.
The density of material may have also been an important consideration because nodular obsidian frequently occurs as
widely scattered cobbles, not as aggregated series of large
veins.
Variability in obsidian desposit structure apparently
affected precolumbian exploitation patterns.
Obsidian was procured in source regions either by collecting surface nodules,
surface pitting or stripping, or by shaft mining.
Nodules occur
on the surface or in stream beds where erosion or water courses
have cut into the terrain.
Here, collecting suitably sized
surface nodules may be employed as a procurement strategy so long
as these are present on the surface.
Obsidian also occurs in
nodular form in subsurface contexts.
Stripping stream banks or
pitting localities where obsidian is present near the surface are
two extraction techniques that were employed at nodular deposits.
Different quarrying procedures were required to obtain block or
vein obsidian.
Vertica 1 shafts were sunk into the ground unti 1 a
vein was reached. Tunnels were then extended horizontally until
the vein was exhausted or flow irregularities prevented further
mining.
Sometimes vertical shafts descended to the same mine for
venti lation and light.
Different forms of obsidian can occur at
the same source.
Surface nodules have been reported at Zacualtipan and Metzquititlan in the Zacualtitpan region, Barranca de
Izatla in the Pachuca region, Pizarrin in the Tulancingo region,
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Coyaco and Tres Cabezas in the Tecocomul co region, and Barranca
de Santa Maria , Barranca de los Ixtetes, Barranca de 1 as Navajas,
Salto de las Penas, and the TA-79 quarry site in the Otumba
r egion,
a ll
in Central Mexico (Charlton and Spence 1982);
subsurface pitting is known from La Joya in West Mexico, El
Chayal in Highland Guatemala, and and the Metzquititlan, Zacualtitpan, Cerro de los Pelados, Cruz del Milagro, Cerro Pinal, La
Esperanza, San Lorenzo Zembo, Pizarrin, Coyaco, Barranca de los
Ix tetes, Salto de las Penas, and TA-79 localities in Central
Me x ico (see Figure 12) (Charlton and Spence 1982;
Coe and
Flannery 1964; Healan 1979; Kerley n.d.; Santley n.d.a; Spence
and Parsons 1972; Wei ,gand and Spence 1982).
Shaft mining, on the
ot her hand, is much more restricted in distribution.
It occurs
a t Pico de Orizaba in central Veracruz and at the Cruz del
Milagro , Cerro Pinal, Salto de las Penas, and QA-79 localities in
t he Pachuca and Otumba regions in Central Mexico (Charlton and
S pence 1982; Heal an 1979; Stocker and Cobean 1981).
The methods us ed t o q u a rry ob si d i a n in Central Mexico appear
to have varied sys te mat i ca l ly th rough tim e , d e pending on the
de posits exploited and the structure of t he productiond i stribution system (Charlton and Spence 1982; Santley n.d.a).
In the Early and Middle Formative periods (ca. 1500-650 B.C.),
surface coll ecting, augmented perhaps by some shallow pitting,
wa s probably the major procurement strategy at nodular sources in
the Otumba region.
As surface material became e x hausted and
population levels climbed, subsurface deposits were more heavily
e x ploited, beginning probably in the Late Formative Period (ca.
650-300 B.C.).
Much of the obsidian used in the Basin of Me x ico
in the Late Formative consisted of nodular materia l from the
Otumba region, although Pachuca obsidian was now procured in
greater amounts (see Figure 12) (Sanders et al. 1975; Santley
1977).
Given the increase in regional population in Central
Mexico,
procurement probably invol ved a switch to surface
pitting.
The shift to shaft mining probably did not occur unti 1
the late Terminal Formative or Early Classic Period (ca. 100
B.C.-A.D. 400) when the sca le of the obsidian productiondistribution centered at Teotihuacan increased dramatically
(Charlton and Spence 1982;
Spence 1984).
Teotihuacan ' s
production-distribution system and apparent ly Tul a ' s and
Tenochtitlan's as well relied quite heavily on obsidian from the
Pachuca region (Charlton and Spence 1982; Healan, Kerley , and Bey
1983; Sant ley, Ker ley, and Kneebone n.d.; Spence 1981).
Severa 1
localities in the Pachuca region contain both surface pits and
true mines.
We suspect that the pits largely predate the shaft
mines. The surface pits at Pachuca, then, may have represented an
attempt by Teotihuacan miners to app ly to vein obsidian
local ities a quarrying strategy that had worked very well earl ier
at nodular deposits in the Otumba region farther to the south.
Obs i dian from vein sources was a lso the primary material
e x changed long distances in the Classic Period to sites such as
Matacapan.
Nodular obsidian continued to be heavily exploited ;
however, procurement was generally for local consumption e x cept
in areas where vein obsidian was lacking.
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Informal visits and casual surface surveys at obsidian
sources al low a number of generalizations about quarrying activities (Charlton and Spence 1982; Coe and Flannery 1964; Graham
and Heizer 1968; Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983; Holmes 1900;
Michels 1975; Spence and Parsons 1972; Sheets 1975b; Stocker and
Cobean 1981).
Finished artifacts are rare, indicating that the
predominant acti vity was the initial reduction of obsidian masses
to obtain preforms which were transported to other local ities for
further processing.
The absence or low frequency of domestic
artifacts or architecture suggests that workmen did not live at
the mines.
The main product from quarry sites seems to have been
a core preform or macrocore (see Figure 13).
Macrocores are
generally cylindrical in shape with flat proximal and distal
surfaces and wide para llel but irregular percussion blade scars
on the 1 ateral surfaces
(Heal an 1979).
Most of the macrocores
described thus far appear to be core rejects left at the quarries
rather than the actual exports (Abascal 1981; Coe and Flannery
1964; Healan 1979; Holmes 1900; Lopez and Nieto 1981; Lopez,
Nieto, and Cobea n 1981; Sheets 1975b ; S p ence a n d Pa rs o ns 1972 ;
Stock e r and Cobean 1981).
There is great va ri abi lity i n p l at f o r m
pr eparation on macrocores; some platforms are complete l y covered
with cortex (the eroded or palinated exterior surface of an
obsidian block or nodule), whereas others have single or multifaceted platforms. The majority, however, have single-faceted
platforms.
The debit.age produced during macrocore reduction differs at
vein and nodular obsidian sources.
Nodular obsidian ranges in
size from small pebbles to large boulders.
The initial step in
the reduction process involved the selection mass of obsidian
about the size of a football.
This nodule was split in half.
Each hemisphere had exterior surfaces that were covered with
cortex and a flat faceted proximal surface without cortex.
Using
the faceted proximal surface as a platform, rinds of percussion
blades and flakes were taken off around the lateral surface to
remove the cortex.
This decortication debitage consisted of both
primary and secondary blades and flakes (see Figure 13).
Primary
decortication blades and flakes have dorsal surfaces that are
totally covered with cortex and represent the first step in
macrocore reduction.
Secondary decortication blades and flakes,
in contrast, have cortex on only part of the dorsal surface and
were probably removed after primary decortication.
Decortication
blades and flakes may be distinguished from other percussion
debitage at workshop sites by their size (hence the terms macroblades and macroflakes) and ventral characteristics of heavy
percussion such as large prominent bulbs of force, pronounced
ripple marks and fissures, and pronounced hinge terminations.
These types of debitage are very common at the Zacualtipan and
Otumba obsidian sources in Central Mexico (Healan 1979; Lopez and
Nieto 1981).
Cortex debitage is not very common at block obsidian
deposits.
Block obsidian was quarried by mining or occasiona lly
by surface pitting when the vein was near the surface. Quarry
reduction involved several steps.
First, large blocks of obsid42

ian were knocked off the vein and pulled to the surface.
These
blocks usually had corte x on only one or two surfaces.
The
blocks were then reduced by removing large percussion fla kes to
straighten the broken or shattered surfaces.
The size and shape
of these fl akes varies considerably, and more work is required to
determine the precise sequence of reduction that took place.
The
heavy percussion work involved in mining vein obsidian also
produced great amounts of obsidian shatter (Heal an 1979; Stocker
and Cobean 1981).
Several other kinds of blade and flake debitage are also
present. Large flat percussion flakes were probably produced
during the creation of corners on nodules and blocks to prepare
the macrocore for ridge blade removal.
These large flat flakes
could have also been produced during platform creation.
Ridge
blades are the most distinctive class of debitage found at quarry
workshops (see Figure 13).
A ridge bl ade has a prominent dorsal
ridge formed by two dorsal facets intersecting at a very acute
angle.
Ridge blades also have very thick triangular crosss e c tions and are generally very long.
In many instances, the
dors al ridge has been straightened by removing a series o f transverse flakes, which gives the blades a distinctive crested
appearance.
Formerly, it was bel ieved that both types of ridge
blades were taken off to produce the initial straight or parallel
ridges required for successful pressure blade removal (Crabtree
1968); however, experimental replication has shown that ridge
blades are not necessary to transform the quarry mass into a
pressure core preform (D.
Healan,
personal
communication).
Current opinion holds that ridge bl ades were struck off to remove
unwanted lateral obsidian
masses and to reduce the block to
appropriate size before shipment to other locations. The removal
of ridge blades is also an error recovery technique used during
pressure blade removal.
This is discussed below.
2.

PRISMATIC BLADE CORE REDUCTION

Macrocores were transported to habitation sites after they
had been shaped at the quarries.
The low proportion of decortication and percussion debitage in workshop assemblages at Tula
indicates that the macrocores entering the obsidian workshop zone
were e x tremely refined (Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
It is
unclear whether all percussion reduction was completed at the
quarries or at other processing stations located between the
mines and the city. Percussion debitage and obsidian with corte x
is also present in workshops at Teotihuacan, sometimes in great
amounts.
In part, this may be a function of the greater reliance
Teotihuacan had on materia 1 from the Otumba source where nodul ar
material is more common (Spence 1981, 1984). It also suggests
that more of the macrocore reduction process in the Middle
Classic Period took place in urban workshops, not at the quarries.
Once macrocores entered urban workshops, one of three
reduction strategies was possible: blade core, uniface, or
biface. Blade core reduction invol ved the manufacture of acyl indrica 1 or bu llet shaped po lyhedra 1 core from which blades cou ld
be removed, whereas uniface or biface production consisted of
43

working a piece of obsidian on one or both sides to shape a tool
such as a projectile point or knife.
Urban workshops at Tula and
Teotihuacan appear to have specialized in either blade core or
biface/uniface manufacture.
Neither of these strategies,
however, is mutually exclusive.
For example, a macrocore damaged
in transport could have easi ly been repaired for biface or uniface production.
Debitage from the initia 1 stages of macrocore
reduction could have also been routed into biface workshops,
especia lly the large percussion flakes and blades.
Errors that
occurred in reducing a prismatic bl ade core al so produces debitage that may have been recycl ed into biface or uniface
production.
In order to remove prismatic blades the macrocore platform
must be worked further and the lateral core ridges must be
straightened.
Platform preparation requires careful planning,
and the platform surface must be made as flat as possible.
Platform preparation produces platform faceting flakes.
These flakes
exhibit t h ree characteristics: a multifaceted d o r sal su r fa c e , a
very flat fla ke body, and the presence of blade sca rs a l ong t h e
prox imal edge of the flake.
These flakes can be distinguished
from biface manufacturing flakes by their flat shape and the
appearance of blade scars.
The flat shape of the flake body
probably resulted from resting the core platform on an anvil
during percussion to decrease flake curvature.
Probable platform
faceting flakes lack the proximal blade scars but have a flat
form and a multifaceted dorsal surface.
Once the platform had
been faceted, blades could be removed or the first stage of
platform grinding completed.
Prismatic blades with ground platforms has been used as an
Ear 1 y Po s t c 1 ass icC 1 ass i c hal 1 mar kin Me s 0 am e ric a ( see Tab 1 e 1).
Many blades from Middle and Late Classic contexts at Matacapan
and rural sites in the Teotihuacan Valley, however, have ground
platforms. We suspect that grinding the core platform, a very
1 abor-intensive task, reduced the chances of error during 1 ater
blade removal, thereby increasing the number of fine blades a
k nap per c 0 u 1 d rem 0 v e f r om a c ore of s p e c i fie d s i z e .
M0 reo v e r ,
once grinding was completely, less time was required for blade
removal.
Data from Tula indicate that grinding was a two-staged
process (Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
The initial stage
probably involved extensive pecking of the platform surface (D.
Healan, personal communication).
Pecking creates microcracks in
the obsidian which prevent the pressure tool from slipping and
facilitate blade removal.
Platforms prepared in this fashion are
coarse ground.
Coarse ground platforms occur primari lyon
initial series and irregular blades, not on fine prismatic
blades.
The next stage in polyhedral core reduction involved the
straightening of the lateral core ridges prior to blade removal.
Although the majority of all percussion blades were removed at
the quarries, some additional percussion work also took place at
urban workshops (see Figure 14).
These percussion blades are
usually much
smaller than
macropercussion
blades.
They were
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taken off to remove lateral obsidian masses, hinges, and cortex
left on the macrocore after quarry reduction.
They also probably
removed any damage the core sustained during transport to the
workshop.
Core trimming flakes--percussion flakes taken off the
core face--were probably also removed at this time.
Once percussion has establ ished a series of regu lar ridges
around the latera 1 core face, pressure bl ade remova 1 coul d begin.
A core ready for prismatic blade removal is called a polyhedral
pressure core or simply polyhedral core.
Initial series blades
illustrate the shift from percussion to pressure removal
techniques (see Figure 14).
On initial series blades the scars
on
the dorsal surface indicate previous percussion removals,
while the ventral surface shows evidence of removal using pressure techniques.
Initial series blades tend to be asymmetrical
in shape and short--they do not run down the entire length of the
core.
Many of these blades also exhibit crushing along the
platform rim, the result of platform grinding.
After a rind of initial series blades has been removed,
blad es that run down the entire length of the core can now be
taken off.
Irregular pressure blades are removed before fine
prismatic blades (see Figure 14).
Irregular pressure blades may
be distinguished from fine pressure blades by several characteristics.
First, the dorsal ridges of irregular pressure blades
are not completely straight, although they are quite regular.
These blades also exhibit substantial core rim preparation on the
platform edge.
This rim preparation includes evidence of abrasion and scars from short blades run down the lateral core ridges
to remove overhang and strengthen the platform.
In addition,
because irregular pressure blades were the first sequence of
pressure blade removals to completely run down the core length,
sometimes remnant percussion facets are present on the distal end
of the dorsal blade surface (see Figure 15).
The irregular
pressure blade series involves a continuum of blade removals
which become increasingly more regular with each circuit.
Sometime during the irregular pressure blade sequence the
second stage of platform grinding was completed.
Although it is
unclear exactly how this second stage was accomplished, we
suspect that some coarse textured substance such as tezontl i (a
1 0 cal bas a 1 t) 0 r san d was use d a san age n t tog r i n-cr-fhe- co r e
platform.
A pink material was found strongly adhering to blade
platforms from Oxtotipac and Xometla, two Toltec Period (Coyotlatelco Phase) sites in the Teotihuacan Valley, at Tula north of
the Basin of Mexico, and from Late Classic contexts at Matacapan
(Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983; Santley, Kerley, and Kneebone
n.d.).
This substance may represent the remnants of the material
used in the second stage of the grinding process.
In the workshop dump at Tula great numbers of irregul ar pressure bl ades were
discarded unutilized even though they appear to have been
perfectly usable as cutting implements (Healan, Kerley, and Bey
1983).
Apparently, craftsmen at Tula established standards for
blades exchanged to consumers.
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The removal of prismatic blades was the final stage in
prismatic pressure core reduction (see Figure 14).
Prismatic
blades are pressure blades that have perfectly straight and
parallel do rs al ridges and lateral edges (see Figure 15).
While
many prism at ic blades have only one or two dorsal ridges, some
may have as many as five.
During blade removal, especially as
the core diameter decreases, pressure bl ades with mul tipl e dorsa 1
ridges may have been taken off prior to the removal of blades
with only one or two ridges.
Cores with ground platforms
required very little subsequent rim modification during prismatic
blade removal.
For cores with faceted platforms, however, the
prismatic b lades taken off may have been very simi lar
mo r phologically to the terminal circuit of irregular pressure
bla des removed from cores with ground pl atforms.
In other words,
th e rim of a core with a faceted pl atform was repeatedly prepared
t hroughout the entire sequence of pressure blade removals.
Un fo r tunately, there are no studies of the technology of blade
r emoval at Classic Period workshops at Teotihuacan where faceting
was the dominant te c hnique of platfor m p r ep aration.
Fo ll ow in g blade removal, prismatic bl ade c or es w e r e
di scarded.
Many e x hausted cores were thrown away without being
us ed for other purposes once bl ades coul d no longer be removed.
A pressure blade core can be reduced only so long as it has a
If the diameter of the
s ufficient diameter to produce blades.
p l atform is reduced more rapidly than the medial core diameter
during blade removal, additional blades cannot be pressed off.
Rejuvenation of a core with this problem involves truncation of
t he pro x imal core end, usually by a bipolar percussion technique,
and refaceting and grinding the pro x imal end of the core distal
(see Figure 17).
Though shorter, blades can sti 11 be removed
until the truncated core no longer has sufficient diameter.
Pressure blade cores were also discarded when the knapper
encountered inclusion planes in the obsidian which prevented
further blade removal.
Similarly, fatal mistakes such as hinges
from manufacturing errors or plunging blades that took off too
much of the distal core mass could prohibit additional pressure
blade removal.
3.

PRODUCTION ERRORS AND ERROR RECOVERIES

Even the best of craftsmen make some mistakes.
The types of
errors made and the range and effectiveness of error recovery
techniques employed by prehistoric knappers allow inferences
about skill or level of craft specialization.
The most common
error made during blade manufacture was the hinge fracture (see
Figure 16). A hinge will occur when insufficient or misdirected
force causes a blade or flake to terminate short of the core
distal, leaving a gouge on the core face.
A hinged blade or
flake will have a rounded distal termination.
Hinges were very
serious errors in blade manufacture and required a great deal of
strength and ski 11 to recover the core for further blade
removals.
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A number of hinge recovery techniques have been identified
in the debitage from obsidian workshops at Tula (Healan, Kerley,
and Bey 1983).
If the hinge was not set e x tremely deep into the
core face, the worker attempted to remove pressure blades from
both sides of the hinge.
Each blade removed half of the hinge.
These hinge recovery blades exhibit one half of the hinge on the
dorsa 1 surface.
This recovery technique, however, risks making
the hinge larger if the removal blade is taken off too close to
the hinge.
If the hinge was set very deep into the core face,
the knapper may have placed the pressure tool point directly on
the hinge surface and attempted to strike the hinge off.
The
resulting blade would have been short since it did not run down
the entire core length, and its proximal end would have had a
concave faceted surface.
Other hinge recovery techniques required more drastic
reductions of the core mass. The removal of a percussion blade
or flake from a pressure blade core was the most destructive.
Percussion removals take off substantial amounts of the core mass
but they reproduce the the regu lar parall el ridges along the core
fac e.
Hinges may also be removed by striking off a percussion
flake from the distal end of the core.
A distal core truncation
flake is scooped-shaped but lacks pressure blade scars on its
dorsal surface.
Distal core truncation fl akes al so have unprepared platforms.
These flakes were struck off to leave a
sufficient angle between the facet surface and the core face so
that additional blades could be removed.
The distal end of the
core was then used as a platform for pressing off a pressure
blade which terminated into the hinge and removed it from the
core face.
Transverse flaking of the dorsal ridge below the hinge was
another recovery technique.
Transverse flaking,
however,
radically alters the core ridge, destroying the parallel ridges.
Transverse flaking also gives the core face where the hinge had
been a "crested" appearance.
Removal of this surface produces a
crested blade which may be taken off either by pressure or by
percussion.
These crested blades are considerably sma ller than
crested ridge blades removed during macrocore reduction.
Primary
crested blades also exhibit the proximal ends of transverse flake
scars.
Secondary crested blades bear remnant transverse flaking
on their dorsal ends but lack the proximal ends of the transverse
fl ake scars.
Hinges were not the only kinds of errors made during blade
manufacture.
Manufacturing error flakes are small oblong flakes
that detach from the ventral blade surface below the bulb of
force (see Figure 16).
Sometimes these flakes have parts of the
blade's dorsal ridges and a rolled appearance.
Manufacturing
error flakes are a type of bending fracture that occurred when
the proximal end of the blade was pushed too far out as the blade
broke away from the core surface.
Usually, the proximal end of
the blade broke first, leaving a concave distal surface only a
few millimeters below the platform.
Occasionally, whole or proximal blade fragments were recovered at workshops with a ventral
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concavity below the bulb of force which was the result of the
detachment of manufacturing error flakes.
Manufacturing error
flakes are not eraillure flakes, although they occur in the
genera 1 a r ea of the bu 1 b of force.
Plunging blades are blades that removed the distal end of
the pressure core (see Figure 17).
Plunges generally occur when
too much force is applied to the proximal end of the core as the
blade is being removed.
Plunging blades may have also been
p r oduced when the worker ' s weight was too far over the core
platform.
Plunges are not fatal errors because they do not
destroy the para llel ridges of the core.
However, they do remove
portions of the core length, sometimes a substantial proportion.
Sometimes exhausted cores were recycl ed for purposes other
than blade manufacture.
At Tula, for example, a number of cores
were reflaked into unifaces or bifaces.
Many of these cores show
pronounced distal flaking as if they had been used as wedges or
as choppers.
T he me d ial c r oss-sectio ns of e xhausted cores could
have al so been g r o un d in to o r na me n ts fo r pe r s ona 1 or cerem o ni a 1
u se.
A number of core fragments also show evidence of pe r cussion
flaking for no apparent reason.
This may represent child ' s play.
Also, it seems unlikely that apprentices would be allowed to
practice on usable blade cores.
Discarded cores, however, would
have provided a plentiful supply of material for apprentice
craftsmen to practice their ski lls.
To recapitulate, prismatic blade manufacture is a comple x
activity involving a number of discrete tasks.
Those tasks may
be performed either at one locality or at several different
sites.
Moreover, the kinds of debitage present allow for the
identification of the form obsidian entered and left various
sites, and because different sources of obsidian can be characterized, the distribution system to which sites were attached
can be defined.
The kinds of errors present and their recoveries
also provide important information on problems encountered in
working obsidian and the skill of the craftsman or knapper
processing the material.
B.

ASSEMBLAGE VARIABILITY AT MATACAPAN

A total of 4,704 pieces of obsidian were retrieved by the
Matacapan Project in 1982.
Of these,
3,377 specimens were
obtained from the excavations.
The intensive surface survey
provided another 1,126 specimens.
An additional 201 pieces
were
obtained by grab sampl es (i . e., the
ad hoc co llection of materials from an area of undefined size) in the plaza next to Mound
18.
The surface materials generally derive from contexts that
are Late Classic in date (see Table 1).
The excavated materials,
on the other hand, span the Classic Period, although most derive
from Middle Classic deposits.
The lithic assemblage from Matacapan is unusual in two respects.
First, except for four quartzite
bifaces, all of the material is obsidian.
This contrasts with
assemblages from sites in other areas of lowland Mesoamerica
where locally available chert, quartzite, or chalcedony ma ke up a
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significant proportion of all materials utilized (Coe and Diehl
1980; Moholy-Nagy 1976).
Second, virtually all of the assemblage
consists of fine prismatic blades or material from blade core
r eduction.
Bi faces, fl ake tool s, and their debitage is uncommon,
at lea s t in central Matacapan.
Thus far,
we have identified three different k inds of
obsidian.
Type of obsidian refers to the color of the glassy
matri x as determined by visual inspection.
Green obsidian comes
from the Pachuca source region in southern Hidalgo. Many specimens of green obsidian also exhibit a distinctive golden sheen
when held up to the light, a hallmark of Pachuca obsidian.
Although the sample of gray obsidian has not been physioch emically characterized yet, we suspect that most of this material was obtained from the Zaragoza source near Pico d e Ori za b a in
central Veracruz.
Some Otumba and El Chayal obsidian is probably
al s o present, although we cannot distinguish them yet.
Green and
g r ay obsidian comprise virtually all of the lithic material
utilized during th e C l assi c P eri o d.
In contrast, during the
Formative P e ri od th e primary va r iety uti li z ed a t Mata c a p an was a
cl ear ob s idian that sometimes had a smokey appearance.
This
mater i al was chipped both into flakes and prismatic blades.
Meca, a variegated red and black obsidian, is present only in
minor amounts.
Characterization of the product i on-distribution system
requires an assemblage classification.
At Matacapan formal
classes were established for the sample of surface obsidian
first.
Assemblage classes were defined based on two variables:
frequency of specimens per provenience unit and sample
composition.
Frequency classes were established by constructing
histograms to observe multimodality in the distribution of
obsidian densities.
Sample composition was monitored by
reduction technology, as indicated by the kind and amount of
manufacturing debitage.
Figure 18 plots sample frequency against the number of
specimens per collection locus (zero units excluded).
Apparently, the frequency distribution is trimodal.
Most of the
samples contain 1-14 specimens (mean = 3.04, mode = l.00).
The
second group includes all samples with 21-31 pieces of obsidian
(mean = 25.33, mode = 22.00), the third all samples with 53-62
specimens (mean = 57.50).
The difference of means test indicates
that the means for groups one and two differ significantly (t =
l.967, df = 228, p<.025).
The difference between groups two and
three, however, is not significant at any commonly accepted level
(t = 0.549, df = 6, p>.l), indicating that both could have come
from the same population.
Two groups of collection loci therefore appear to be represented.
The first group is defined by all
those collection units that contain comparatively 1 ittle
obsidian.
In the second obsidian is much more common (mean =
33.38, mode = 22.00).
Figures 19 and 20 were constructed to determine the degree
to which this variability is linked to type of obsidian.
Only
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two types of obsidian were distinguished: green and gray.
The
frequency distribution of gray obsidian is slightly bimodal (see
Figure 19).
This distribution matches that for total obsidian
(see Figure 18).
This contrasts with the distribution of green
obsidian which is distinctly unimodal (see Figure 20).
Difference of means tests were again conducted, this time controlling
for modal group.
Ex pectably, the difference of means for group
one (t = 0.976, df = 443, p>.l) and group two (t = 0.044, df =
13, p>.l) are not significantly different if gray obsidian is
compared to total obsidian.
Moreover, the modes for each set of
group are v irtuall y identical.
Correl ation regression
yiel ded
similar results (r = 0.9859, t = 88.768, p<.OOl), demonstrating
that nearly all of the variability in sample density is a
functi on of the behavior of gray obsidian.
Two reduction technologies are present in the collection.
Decortication flakes,
platform trimming flakes,
percussion
blades, irregular blades, ridge blades, plunging blades, core
truncation flakes, core trimming flakes, manufacturing error
flakes, eraillure flakes, and exhausted polyhedral cores are
clas ses of debitage produced during blade core reduction and
prismatic blade removal (see above).
In contrast, percussion
flakes, thinning flakes, flake cores, irregular chunks, and
unidentified fl akes come from a technology devoted to the manufacture of bifaces, unifaces, and flake tools.
Flake and biface
tool debitage is not very common at Matacapan in comparison to
core-b 1 ade debi tage.
Variability in collection density and composition suggests
the presence of three classes of assemblages.
Type I assemblages
incl ude all those sampl e units that contain significant amounts
of obsidian (mean = 33.25 pieces of obsidian) and evidence of
core-bl ade reduction and/or use (mean = 4.75 pieces of debitage).
Evidence of core-blade reduction is also present in Type II
assemblages (mean = 1.26), but the absolute density of surface
material per collection unit is always much less (mean = 4.20).
Type III is a residual category defined by low frequencies of
surface obsidian (mean = 2.45) and no core-blade debitage.
The
means for all three classes of assemblage are significantly
different (Type I/Type II: t = 5.479, df = 72, p<.OOl; Type
I/Type III: t = 3.683, df = 161, p<.OOl; Type II/Type III: t =
4.474, df = 219, p<.OOl).
There are al so significant differences
in the average quantity of debitage in each assemblage class.
Type I may be distinguished from Type lIon the basis of the
frequency of core-blade debitage (t = 1.937, df = 7, p<.05) and
the frequency of flake tool debitage (t = 2.646, df = 7, p<.025),
both of which are significantly more common in Type I.
Likewise,
Type I can be distinguished from Type III in terms of the
incidence of core-blade and flake tool debitage (t = 2.646, df =
7, p<.025; t = 2.540, df = 7, p<.025).
Types II and III,
however, differ only in terms of the frequency of core blade
debitage (t = 8.079, df = 65, p<.005),
not flake tool debitage
(t = 0.573, df = 113, p>.l).
This suggests that relatively equal
amounts of flake tool working was associated with the production
of Type II and Type III assemblages.
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Ta b 1 e 3:

Difference of Proporti o ns T es ts fo r Different Classes of
Obsidian Asse mblages from Surface Contexts at Matacapan.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Artifact
Class

%1

%I I

Green Obsidian
Gray Obsidian
Percussion Blades
Irregular Blades
Prismatic Blades
Ridge Blades
Decortication Flakes
Platform Trimming F.
Core Trimming Flakes
Core Truncation Flakes
Eraillure Flakes
Plunging Blades
Manufacturing Error F.
Blade Cores
Percussion Flakes
Biface Thinning Flakes
Unidentified Flakes
Chunks
Points
Bifaces/Unifaces
Blade Debitage
F 1 a ke Tool Debitage

10. 2
89.8
O. 3
5. 6
68 . 8
l.5
0.3
3.0
0.8
O. 3
0.3
0.0
0.0
l.9
l.1
l.1
12. 0
l.1
0.8
0.8
14. 3
3.4

6. 1
93.9
l.1
13. 3
62.2
l.1
0.4
1l. 5
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
l.4
0.4
0.4
4.7
0.4
0.4
l.1
29.9
5.8

Z

0.44
0.44
O. 21
0.62
O. 37
0.10
0.04
O. 74
O. 16
0.45
0.45
O. 18
O. 18
O. 1 1
O. 72
0.27
0.86
0.27
O. 16
0.08
0.93
0.28

%1

10. 2
89.8
0.3
5. 6
68.8
l.5
0.3
3.0
0.8
O. 3
0.3
0.0
0.0
l.9
l.1
l.1
12.0
l.1
0.8
0.8
14. 3
3.4

%III

13.2
86.8
0.0
0.0
87.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.8
6.9
0.8
0.8
2.4
0.0
9.0

Z

0.25
0.25
O. 68
2.95
l. 57
l. 53
0.68
2. 16
l. 11
0.68
0.68
0.00
0.00
1. 72
0.23
0.09
O. 55
0.09
0.00
0.29
4.73
O. 55

%I I

%I I I

Z

6. 1 13. 2 l. 54
93.9 86.8 l. 54
l.1
0.0 l. 31
13. 3 0.0 4.63
62.2 87.9 4.39
l.1
0.0 l. 31
0.4 0.0 0.79
11.5 0.0 4.30
0.4 0.0 0.79
0.0 0.0 0.00
0.0 0.0 0.00
0.4 0.0 O. 79
0.4 0.0 0.79
l.4 0.0 l. 48
0.4 O. 5 O. 10
0.4 0.8 0.33
4.7 6. 9 O. 62
0.4 0.8 0.33
0.4 0.8 0.33
l.1
2.4 0.63
29.9 0.0 7. 13
5.8 9.0 0.80

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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The difference of proportions test was applied to establish
the degree to which different assemblage types could be segregated in term s of the relative frequencies of different k inds of
deb i tage ( Ta b l e 3).
Type I assemblages can be distinguished from
Type III in terms of the proportion of irregular blades (Z =
2.950), the proportion of platform trimming flakes (Z = 2.158),
the proportion of e x hausted bl ade cores (Z = 4.725), and the
proportion of total core-blade debitage (Z = 4.725).
Similarly,
Type II assemblages differ from Type III with respect to the
pr oportion of irregular blades (Z = 4.633), prismatic blades (Z =
4.390), and the proportion of platform trimming flakes (Z =
7.134).
These differences should not come as a surprise since
Ty pe III was defined on the basis of no core-blade debitage.
I nt erestingly, there are not significant differences in the relative frequencies of different classes of debitage between Type I
and Type II assembl ages.
This 1 ack of difference suggests that
th e activity sets that produced both assemblages were very
c o mparable.
The two,
however, should not be considered as
examples of the sa me k i n d of b e ha v io r betaus e activity intensity,
the scale o f o b si di a n wo rki ng, diffe r s enormou sly.
Two subclasses of Type I assemblages may also be distinguished.
Type IA assemblages include all collection loci with
abundant core-blade debitage (mean = 6.17), whe r eas in Type IB
core - blade debitage, although present, is much less common (mean
= 0.50) and the proportion of prismatic bl ades is unusuall y high
(87.5 percent).
The difference of means test indicates that Type
IA and Type IB assemblages do indeed differ significantly in
terms of the amount of core-blade debitage present (t = 2.023 , df
= 6, p<.05). Type IA al so contains more fl ake tool debitage than
Type IB, though the difference in absolute frequencies is not
statistically significant (t = 1.014, df = 6, p>.05).
Type lA,
then, is defined by greater amounts of total blade debitage,
total debitage, and unidentified flakes.
Type IB, in contrast,
is characterized by comparatively little reduction debitage,
virtually no core-blade debitage, and relatively large numbers of
utilized, often heavily battered prismatic blades.
In summary, three classes of obsidian assemblages are represented at Matacapan.
These may be distinguished from one another
not only in terms of differences in the proportions of different
k i nds of debitage but also in terms the absolute amount of
different types of materia 1 present.
All Type I loci appear to
be workshop entities.
Two activity sets are indicated: core
reduction and blade removal (Type IA) and blade use (Type IB).
The same kinds of core-blade and flake tool debitage occurs in
Type II assemblages; however, the intensity of reduction acti vity
is much less.
Type II assemblages , we suggest, represent a
household or domestic blade industry.
Type I local ities, on the
other hand, appear to have produced a substantial amount of the
obsidian blades used at Matacapan.
Also, the proportion of
irregular blades, platform trimming flakes, and manufacturing
errors is much higher at Type II loci than at Type I loci, as is
the ratio of blades to core-blade debitage (Type 1= 4.82, Type
II = 2.08).
This suggests that Type I k nappers were more
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Table 4:

Difference of Proportions Tests for Different Classes of
Obsidian Assembl ages from Surface Contexts in Different
Site Sectors at Matacapan.

Ar tifact
Class
Green Obsidi a n
Gray Ob sidi a n
Perc uss i on Blades
I rr egular Blades
Prismatic Blades
Ridge Blades
Decortication Flakes
Platform Trimming F.
Core Trimming Flakes
Core Truncation Flakes
Core Rimming Flakes
Core Facing Flakes
Eraillure Flakes
Plunging Blades
Manufacturing Error F.
Blade Cores
Percussion Flakes
Biface Thinning Flakes
Unidentified Flakes
Chunks
Points
Bifaces/Unifaces
Blade Debitage
Flake Tool Debitage

%1

Type I
%2 - 13 Z

15 . 4 4 . 6
84 . 6 95 . 4
0.0 0.8
4.4 6. 9
72. 1 65.4
0.0
3. 1
O. 7 0.0
5. 9 0.0
O. 7 0.8
0.0 0.8
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.8
0.0 0.9
0.0 0.0
O. 7 3. 1
0.0 2.3
0.0 2.3
11. 0 1 3. 1
O. 7 0.8

l.5

0.0

0.7 0.8
12. 5 16. 2
l.5
5. 4
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O. 51
O. 5 1
0.18
O. 1 5
0.20
0.36
O. 1 7
0.49
0.02
O. 18
0.00
0.00
O. 18
0.00
0.00
O. 53
O. 31
O. 31
0.09
0.02
0.25
0 . 02
0.15
0.30

%1

Type I I
%2-13
Z

6 . 1 7. 9
93 . 6 92 . 1
l.1 0.9
1 3. 3 13.4
62.2 61. 6

l.1

1.4

0.4 0.5
1l.5 13.0
0.4 O. 5
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.4 0.5
0.4 0.5

l.4

1.4

0.4 0.5
0.4 0.5
4. 7 3. 7
0.4 O. 5
0.4 0.0
l.1
O. 9
29.9 31. 9
5.8 5. 1

%1

Type I II
%2-13
Z

0.87 13. 6 12.0
0.87 36.4 38.0
0.0 0 . 0
0.20
0.04 0.0 0.0
O. 17 90. 1 78. 3
0.36 0.0 0.0
O. 21
0.0 0.0
O. 56
0.0 0.0
0.38
0.0 0.0
0.00 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.00
0.00 0.0 0 . 0
0.00 0.0 0.0
O. 21
0.0 0.0
O. 21
0.0 0.0
0.05 0.0 0.0
O. 21
0.3
1.1
O. 21
1.0 0.0
O. 61
4.2 15. 2
0.7
O. 21
l.1
0.96
O. 7 1.1
0.20 2. 1 3.3
O. 56
0.0 0.0
0.37
6. 3 17. 4

O. 18
O. 18
0.00
0.00
l. 46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50

O. 41
1. 89
O. 18
O. 18
0.32
0.00
1. 64

efficient producers of blades than Type II workmen.
The ratio of
flake tools to flake debitage points to the same conclusion (Type
1= 0.44, Type II = 0.29).
Knappers at Matacapan received their
material f rom workshops at primary production centers controlling
so u rce reg i ons.
Consequently, they represent a scale of specialized a c tivity that was a magnitude of order less intensive than
that recorded at primate centers such as Tula and Teotihuacan
(Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983; Spence 1981, 1984).
Type III is
interpreted as a domestic bl ade use assembl age.
Al though there
are moderate differences in the amount of flake tool debitage
p resent in different assemblages, the proportion of this material
is relatively constant from one class to the ne x t.
C.

SPATIAL PATTERNING IN ASSEMBLAGE COMPOSITION

A total of 1,126 pieces of obsidian were collected by the
i n ten s i v e sur v e y. E i g h t hun d r e 'd and for t y pie c e s we reo b t a i ned
f r om the systematic survey of downtown Matacapan , another 286
specimens during th e e xt ensi v e sur ve y of o utlying occupation
zones.
Table 4 g iv e s the p r o p o rti o n o f diff e r e nt classes of
tool s and debitage found in Sector 1 and Secto r s 2 - 13, controlli ng for assemblage type.
As is readily apparent, there is
little variation in the relative frequencies of most classes of
tools and debitage from one site sector to the ne x t.
Green
obsidian is somewhat more common in Type I assemblages in Sector
1 , and prismatic blades occur more often in Type III assemblages
in Sector 1.
Type III assemblages in Sectors 2-13 contain more
unidentified flakes and flake tool debitage.
None of these
differences , however, is statistically significant, indicating a
high degree of consistency in samp le composition no matter what
the spati a 1 context.
There is significant variability in the number of specimens
per assemblage type from different site sectors.
In general, the
samples from rural Matacapan contain more obsidian than the
collections from downtown Matacapan. Most of this variabil ity is
a function of the behavior of Type II (t = 2.792, df = 64, p<.Ol)
and Type III assemblages (t = 5.899, df = 153, p<.OOl).
Table 5
presents the mean number of specimens per class of material per
assemblage type in different site sectors.
As expected, the
means for Type I assemblages closely correspond.
Interestingly ,
green obsidian is 3.5 times more common in Sector 1 than in
Sectors 2-13.
The larger sample size for Type II and Type III
assemblages in Sectors 2-13 appears to be mainly a function of
the number of prismatic bl ades.
The means for Sector 1 are 2.33
and 1.89 blades per collection unit, fo r Sectors 2-13 4.44 and
4.24 blades, respectively.
In addition, points and bifaces ,
uncommon at Matacapan, occur more often in assemblages in out1 ying occupation zones, typicall y by a factor of 4: 1.
We suspect that this variabi lity impl ies significant differences in the activity structure of different parts of Matacapan.
For e x ample, outlying sectors of occupation may have performed
important support acti vities for the el ite resident in Sector 1,
and these activities may have required the use of greater n umbers
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Tabl e 5:

Mean Number of Specimens per Coll ection in Different Cl asses
of Obsidian
Assemblages from Surface Contexts in
Different Site Sectors at Matacapan.

Artifact
Class
Gre e n Obsidian
Gray Obsidian
Perc ussion Blades
Irregular Blades
Prismatic Blades
Ridge Blades
Decort ic ation Flakes
Platform Trimming F.
Core Trimming Flakes
Core Truncation F.
Eraillure Flakes
Plunging Blades
Manufacturing Errors
Blade Cores
Percussion Flakes
Biface Thinning F.
Unidentified Flakes
Chunks
Points
Bifaces/Unifaces
Blade Debitage
Flake Tool Debitage
Total Obsidian

1

Type I
2-13

5.25 1. 50
28.75 31.00
0.00 0.25
1. 50
2.25
24.50 21 .25
0.00 1. 00
0.25 0.00
2.00 0.00
0.25 0.25
0.00 O. 25
0.00 0.25
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
o. 25 1. 00
0.00 0.75
0.00 O. 75
3. 75
4.25
0.50 0.25
O. 50
0.00
O. 25 0.25
4.25
5.25
0.50 1. 75
34.00 32. 75
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1

Type I I
2-13

0 . 30
3.49
0.04
O. 51
2.33
0.05
0.02
O. 49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.02
O. 14
0.02
0.00
0.04
1. 21
O. 19
3. 79

0.00
6.89
O. 11
0.89
4.44
0.00
0.00
0.44
O. 11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
O. 11
0.00
0.00
O. 56
0.00
O. 11
O. 11
1. 56
0.56
6.89

Type III
1
2-13
0.28
1. 80
0.00
0 . 00
1. 89
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0 . 02
0.09
O. 01
0.01
0.04
0.00
O. 13
2.08

0.65
4. 76
0.00
0.00
4.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.82
0.06
0.06
O. 18
0.00
0.94
5. 41

of prismatic blades and other implements.
Likewise, certain
activities such as hunting would have been conducted by peasants
living in Sectors 2-13, not elites residing in downtown Matacapan .
The gr eater density of materials in Sectors 2-13 may also
be a function of the ski 11 of the knapper, as monitored by tool:
debitage ratios.
This proposition cannot be supported.
A 1 though
the ratios of debitage to tool s are consistentl y higher for Type
I assemblages in Sector 1 (5.76 verses 4.05 for blades, 1.50
verses 0.14 for flake tools), they are more or less equal for
Type II and Type III assemblages.
Therefore,
differences in the
amount of obsidian found in Type II and Type III assemblages in
different occupation areas appear to be linked to variations in
p roduction intensity and use, not the degree of skill of the
k napper.
Knappers in workshops in Sector 1, however, seem to
have been somewhat better skilled than specialists producing
blade and flake tools in Sector 2-13.
Different assemblages al so account for different proportions
of the number of c o ll e cti o ns in d i ff er e nt site sectors.
In
Sector 1, f o r e x amp l e , wor kshops c omp ri se only 2 p e rcent of all
c ollection units, whereas in Sectors 2-13 they ac c ou n t for 13.3
percent of the sample (Z = 4.209, p< . OOl).
Type II assemblages
behave differently.
The relative frequency of domestic obsidian
wo rk ing i s very constant from one site sector to the next.
Type
II assemblages account for 28.6 percent of all units in Sector 1
a nd 30 percent of all units in Sectors 2-13 (Z = 0.158, p>.l).
Type III assemblages are more common in Sector 1 (69.3 percent)
than in Sectors 2-13 (56.7 percent),
but the difference of
proportions is not statistically significant (Z = 1.375, p>.05).
Obsidian workshops, then, tend to correlate with occupation
density.
The density of structures and associated refuse is
generally much less in central Matacapan than in the zone of
urban occupation surrounding the main civic-ceremonial precinct.
The main civic-ceremonial precinct also probably had a variety of
important pol itical, economic, and rel igious functions that were
confined to the central part of the site.
Those functions may
have involved the use of obsidian tools that were produced and
used in other parts of the site.
The primary tool found in
central Matacapan is the spent prismatic blade.
More different
kinds of tool s, more bifaces, and more fl ake tool debitage occur
in the urban occupation zone where the density of total obsidian
is also much greater.
More activities means more tools which may
have accounted the greater incidence of workshops.
Many of these
workshops al so occur near pl atform mounds.
Thi s suggests that
obsidian working was supported by each sector's local elite.
The primary obsidian object entering Matacap 'an was the
prepared polyhedral pressure core.
Macrodebitage, percussion
fl a k es, and percussion bl ades are uncommon at Matacapan,
indicating that most primary reduction and core prepara t ion
occurred elsewhere.
The cores entering Matacapan represented
part of the output of large-sca le obsidian workshops in
production centers such as Tula and Teotihuacan. Macrocores and
nodules were also distributed to the Tuxtlas, but in considerably
less numbers,
as indicated by the occasional occurrence of
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percussion bl ades and decortication fl akes.
Finished prismatic
blades were also exchanged long distances, especia 1 ly blades made
of Pachuca obsidian from Central Mexico (see below).
Most of the
obsidian entering Matacapan was probably passed first to workshops engaged in core reduction and blade removal and then to
domestic households scattered throughout the site. Some of these
workshops occur in centra 1 Matacapan, others in outl ying zones of
urban occupation.
Generally, there is one sma 11 obsidian workshop for each major area of urban occupation, -although in some
barrios there are no workshops.
None, however, are present in
suburban Matacapan or in rural sites in Matacapan's hinterland.
Workshops engaged in blade use also received their obsidian from
blade removal workshops.
Prepared pressure cores and debitage
from core-blade reduction were also distributed to domestic
households, probably from
workshops.
This activity was not very
common, to judge from the low frequency of e x hausted cores and
r eduction debitage in domestic contexts.
In sum, variability in assemblage composition provides
import ant information about the production-distribution system
dominat ed by centers in obsidian source regions.
These centers
quarried obsidian and fabricated both blade cores and finished
implements for distribution to co n sumer sites such as Matacapan.
The same kinds of tools were used in roughly the same proportions
in a 11 conte x ts at Matacapan.
This suggests that obsidian was a
utilitarian commodity available to all social groups in approximately the same amounts.
Obsidian is more common in urban residential conte x ts at Matacapan than in the site's main civicceremonial district.
Most of this variabi lity is a function of
the behavior of domestic assemblages.
Obsidian workshops are
also more common in the urban residential zone.
The increase in
the density of obsidian in urban domestic contexts appears to be
related to the greater incidence of use, not differences in skill
and expertise of domestic knappers.
Special ists in workshops in
central Matacapan, in contrast, seem to have been somewhat better
skilled than specialists in the urban zone in Sectors 2-13.
The
greater incidence of workshops in the zone of urban occupation
probably represents an ordered adjustment to demand intensity and
variabil ity in activity structure.
The amount of imported g reen
obsidian is considerably higher in central Matacapan.
Pachuca
obsidian is also present in the zone of urban occupation,
typically near elite residences.
It does not occur in suburban
Matacapan or at small rural sites.
This suggests that green
obsidian was a status good.
The transport costs for this materia 1 must have been extraordinari ly high, as it was distributed to
the Tuxtlas primarily in blade form in the Late Classic.
Transport adds little to delivery costs only when obsidian is
shipped as prepared cores (Santley 1984). Cost,
therefore,
appears to have been a major factor affecting the kinds of
obsidian used in different contexts and the form in which
obsidian was exchanged long distances.
Domestic households at
Matacapan generally obtained processed cores or prismatic blades
removed from cores after entry to Matacapan.
E lites, in
contrast, consumed more finished tools made of Pachuca obsidian.
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TEMPORAL SHIFTS IN PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

A tota l of 3,377 obsidian artifacts were recovered from the
e xc avati ons.
Of that total, 94.3 percent of the collection was
g r ay o bs idi a n and 4. 79 percent green obsidian from t he Pachuca
source. The most common artifact was the prismatic blade which
accounted for 55 . 2 percent of the excavated sample of obsidian.
Irregular pressure blades were also relatively common (15.5
p ercent) as were unidentified flakes (19.2 percent).
All other
classes of material accounted for less than 4 percent of the
c ollection.
A substantial proportion of all material recovered
consisted of reduction debitage.
Core-bl ade debitage comprised
22 . 9 percent of the collection, flake tool debitage another 21.2
pe r cent.
The remainder of the sample consisted of a variety of
projectile point types, particularly Tula points, unifaces,
bifaces, punches , stemmed blades, and various kinds of uti lized
f lakes.
The collection wa s d iv i d e d into four groups based on
f r equency of occurr e nce: 1- 26 pi ece s ( n = 3 2 1),28-39 pieces , (n
= 2 0 ),
44-61 pieces (n = 7), and 71- 1 22 p i eces ( n = 7) (s ee
Fi gure 21).
The relative frequencies for different artifact
t ypes present in each class were then calculated.
These are
p r esented in Figure 22 as cumulative frequencies.
As is readily
apparent , only two groups are present.
Group I includes all
units in which obsidian densities are high (44-122 specimens) ,
Group II all levels that contain comparatively l ess obsidian.
T he two groups of units also differ in assembla g e composition.
Grou p I contains significantly greater numbers of unidentified
flakes in comparison to Group II (t = 2.207, df = 355, p<.025).
A substantial proportion of all Group II material , in contrast ,
are prismatic blades (t = 2.219, df = 355, p<.025).
There is also considerable variability in the absolute
frequency of different classes of material present .
Table 6
gives these data, expressed as the mean number of specimens per
level per assemblage class.
Also given is the ratio of Group I
to Group II materials.
However, sample sizes differ significantly.
Differences in sample size can be controlled for by
creating a ratio variable, in this case by dividing the ratio for
each artifact class by the tota l ratio of Group I to Group II
material s.
A val ue greater than 1.00 indicates that the
frequency of Group I materials is greater than expected given the
differences in sample size.
Conversely, a value less than 1.00
indicates that Group II contains more material than e x pected
given the observed d i fferences in frequency.
These data are also
presented in Table 6.
Group I contains greater numbers of platform trimming fl akes, core trimming fl akes, core facing fl akes ,
manufacturing error flakes, and unidentified flakes.
Virtually
all of this material is debitage from blade core reduction.
Group I, then, appears to be a domestic assemblage devoted to
prismatic blade manufacture.
Group II, on the other hand,
contains more percussion blades, prismatic blades , ridge blades ,
decortication fla kes, thinning flakes, blade cores , points ,
bifaces, and chunks.
Grou p II also appea r s to be a· do mestic
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Table 6: Mean Frequency of Different Classes of Obsidian Artifacts in
Different Assemblages from Excavated Contexts at Matacapan.

Artifact Class
Pe rc ussion Blades
Irregular Blades
Prismatic Bla de s
Ridg e Blades
Decortication Flakes
Platform Trimming F.
Core Trimming Flakes
Core Truncation Flakes
Eraillure Flakes
Plunging Blades
Core Rimming Flakes
Core Facing Flakes
Manufacturing Error F.
Blade Cores
Percussion Flakes
Bipolar Flakes
Biface Thinning Flakes
Unidentified Flakes
Chunks
Points
BifaceslUnifaces
Flake Cores
Blade Debitage
Flake Tool Debitage
Total Obsidian

Mean
Type I

o. 21
14 . 14
25 . 79
O. 50
0.07
16.43
0.86
0.07
0.29
0.07
0.00
O. 14
O. 21
O. 21
O. 14
0.00
0.36
28.64
O. 21
0.07
O. 21
0.00
18.4
29.36
73.86
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Mean
Typ e I I

0 . 07
1. 13
5 .03
O. 17
0.04
0.27
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
O. 01
0.04
0.02
0.00
0.07
0.94
O. 10
0.03
0.05
0 . 01
1. 82
1. 14
8.05

II II
Ratio

3.00
12. 51
5. 13
2.94
1. 75
60.85
21 . 50
7.00
0.00
7.00
0.00
14.00
21 . 00
5.25
7.00
0.00
5. 14
30.47
2. 10
2.33
4.20
0.00
1 O. 11
25. 75
9. 18

I/ll Ratio:
Total Ratio

0.33
1. 36
O. 56
O. 32
O. 19
6.63
2.34
0.76
0.00
0.76
0.00
1. 53
2.29
0.57
O. 76
0.00
0.56
3.32
0.23
0.25
0.46
0.00
1. 10
2.81
0.00

assembl age .
The main acti vities represented are biface
manufacture and repair, blade and biface use, as well as some
blade wor k ing.
Moreover, many of the percussion and ridge blades
presen t in t he assemblage show evidence of util ization,
indicatin g debitage recycling.
Both groups contain relatively
equal numbers of irregular blades, core truncation flakes ,
pl unging bl ades, and percussion fl akes.
Group I assemblages occur in two conte x ts: at the base of
Mounds 1 and 2; and in middens on or behind the terrace surfaces
to the r ear of Mounds 3 and 22.
Much of the material in front of
Mounds 1 and 2 is secondary fill laid down for the construction
of plaza surfaces.
In contrast, the material behind Mounds 3 and
22 comes from primary middens.
It woul d appear that bl ade
wo r king was an open-air activity conducted primarily on the
terraces attached to the rear of major residential platforms.
The debitage from this activity was later discarded in refuse
du mps behind each terrace.
Some of this material was apparently
1 ater used a s f i 1 1 w he n the p l a za w a s rebuil t.
Group II
assembl ages occur thr o u g h o ut th e ba rr io .
Th e y are al so present
thr oug ho u t the occupation sequence.
Group I assem bl a g es , on t he
ot her hand, date primarily to late Middle Classic.
T he vol ume of obsidian exchanged long distances al so changes
sign i ficantly through time.
In the early part of the Middle
Classic (see Table 1) each e x cavation provenience yielded an
average of 5.56 pieces of obsidian.
During the late Middle
Classic there is a threefold rise in the amount of obsidian
pre sen t a t ~~ a t a cap a n ( mea n = 1 6. 1 8 pie c e s ) .
The rea f t e r , 0 b sid ian
densities falloff: first to 9.09 pieces per level , then to 4.08
pieces per level.
The period of pronounced Teotihuacan influence
therefore coincides with a peak in obsidian importation.
The
material e x changed, however, is not primarily obsidian from the
Pachuca source dominated by Teotihuacan.
In the Middle Classic
green obsidian accounts for only 3.9 to 4.0 percent of the
co llection.
These figures compare favorably with that obtained
for obsidian from early Late Classic contexts (3.3 percent).
Deposits dating to the late Late Classic Period, on the other
hand, are distinguished by a tremendous rise in the relative
frequency of green obsidian.
Overall, green obsidian accounts
for 15.3 percent of all late Late Classic material, and in some
e x cavations the amount utilized was as high as 28 percent.
The
surface samples from the area around Mound 18 yielded values as
high as 38 - 50 percent.
Green obsidian utilization is correlated
with time.
A strong correlation coefficient was obtained when
percentage uti lized was plotted against median date/time period,
although the results were not significant at any commonly
accepted level (r = 0.7423, t = 1.567 , p>.l).
A stronger correlation coefficient was obtained when the data were transformed
e x ponentially (r = 0.8407, t = 2.196, p<.05).
Green obsidian
util ization and mean density of material are also related curvilinearly, but in negative fashion (r = -0.6906 , t = 1.350, p>.l).
Thus, peaks in the relative amount of green obsidian utilized
covary with decreases in the total volume of material imported to
Matacapan.
The greatest amount of obsidian util ized was coinci69

Table 7: Obsidian Source Utilizati o n and Platform Preparation
from Different Chronological Contexts at Matacapan.

A. Source Utilization
Period

Median Date

Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

A.
A.
A.
A.

D.
D.
D.
D.

900
700
500
300

Total

% Green

% Gray

326
1082
1 569
400

15. 3
3.3
3.9
4.0

84.7
96.7
96. 1
96.0

B. Green Prismatic Platform Preparation
Period

Median Date

Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

A.
A.
A.
A.

D.
D.
D.
D.

900
700
500
300

Ground
Platforms

13
2
2
2

Faceted
Platforms

86. 7%
66.7%
50.0%
50.0%

2
1
2
2

13. 3%
33.0%
50.0%
50.0%

C. Gray Prismatic Platform Preparation
Period
Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

Median Date
A. D. 900
A. D. 700
A. D. 500
A. D. 300

70

Ground
Platforms

10
26
31
12

25.0%
33.8%
18. 9%
24.5%

Faceted
Platforms

30
51
133
37

75.0%
66.2%
81 . 1 %
75. 5%

dent with the episode of Teotihuacan occupation at Matacapan.
In
contrast, when Matacapan was importing significant amounts of
green obsidian, that material appears to have come from Tula, not
Teotihuaca n (Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
The obsidian bl ades used at Matacapan deri ve from cores with
platforms that were prepared in several different ways.
Platform
preparation is an important stage in the core reduction because
it affects that number of fine prismatic blades that may be
removed from a mass of standard si ze.
Faceted pl atforms resul t
from flaking to produce a surface suitable for blade removal.
Ground platforms, on the other hand, are the result of a two
stage reduction process.
First, the platform is pecked with a
hammerstone to achieve a rel ativel y level surface.
The facets
are then ground completely flat during the irregular pressure
bl ade sequence with an abrasive substance such as sand.
Apparently, fewer irregular blades have to be taken off cores with
ground platforms,
and this reduces the amount of debitage
produce d du ri ng blade removal.
At Matacap an th e rati o o f
i rr e gular b l ades- t o-prismatic blades with face ted pl at f o rms i s
1: l.4. A substantial proportion of the sample also have ground
pl atforms, and expectabl y the ratio of irregul ars-to-prismatics
is much lower: ca. 1:2.1.
Blades with ground platforms date to
all phases of the Classic Period, not simply the late Late
Classic Period when grinding was supposedly introduced as a
platform preparation technique (see Table 7).
In general, there is a strong positive relationship between
median date/time period and the proportion of the sample that is
ground (r = 0.8182, t = 2.012, p<.05).
By type of obsidian a
somewhat different picture is indicated (see Table 7).
The
proportion of the sample of green proximals with ground platforms
also increases steadily with time (r = 0.9384, t = 3.841, p<.05).
In the Middle Classic approximately 50 percent of the sample of
Pachuca obsidian exhibits grinding.
The proportion with ground
platforms rises to 66.7 percent in the early Late Classic and
86.7 percent in the late Late Classic.
In contrast, the
proportion of gray obsidian blades that is ground does not
increase with time (r = 0.3439, t = 0.5179, p>.3).
In fact, the
proportion of gray blades with ground platforms peaks in the
early Late Classic, not the Middle Classic when long distance
obsidian exchange was presumably dominated by Teotihuacan.
In
add i t ion, 7 3. 1 per c e n t 0 f all g r e e n p·r ism a tic s h a v e g r 0 u n d p 1 a tforms, whereas only 23.9 percent of the sample of gray pressure
blades are ground.
The proportion of gray material with ground
platforms is always significantly less than the proportion of
green prismatics that is ground, and this difference becomes more
marked with time (r = 0.8775, t
2.588,
p<.05).
Reduction
technologies, then, appear to have become more efficient with
time, and this increase in efficiency is largely the result of
changes in the technology of working Pachuca obsidian.
A large number of irregular pressure blades also occurs in
the sample (see Table 8).
Irregular pressure blades have dorsal
ridges that are not completely straight.
These blades are a
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Table 8:

Platform Preparation for Irregular and Prismatic Blades
from Different Chronological Contexts at Matacapan.
A. Platform Preparation for Gray Irregulars

Period

Med i an Date

Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

A.
A.
A.
A.

900
700
500
300

D.
D.
D.
D.

Ground
Platforms

1
12
18
7

Faceted
Platforms

12.5%
18. 2%
14. 9%
28.3%

7
54
103
18

87. 5%
81.8%
85.1%
72.0%

B. Proportion of Gray Irregular and Prismatic Blades
with Ground and Faceted Platforms
Period
Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

Ground Platforms
Irregulars Prismatics
9. 1 %
31 . 6%
36.7%
36.8%

72

90.9%
68.4%
63.3%
63.2%

Faceted Platforms
Irregulars Prismatics

18.9%
51.4%
43.6%
32. 7%

81 . 1%
48.6%
56.4%
67.3%

transitional type struck off the core after the initial series
but before the removal of fine prismatics.
The virtual lack of
initial series blades indicates that cores were distributed to
Matacapan in finely prepared form.
Most of the sample of
irregular blades, indeed most reduction material, consists of
gray obsidian.
Overall, 17.3 percent of the sample of irregular
gray blades is ground, whereas 23.9 percent of the sample of fine
gray pressure blades have ground platforms.
As the proportion of
the sample of prismatics that is ground should closely match the
proportion of the sample of irregulars with ground platforms if
all blades were imported to Matacapan in core form, it appears
that a portion of the sample of gray obsidian was distributed to
the Tuxtlas as finished prismatic blades.
The absolute frequency
of gray prismatics, however, closely parallels the absolute
frequency of gray irregulars, implying that most of the gray
obsidian that entered Matacapan was exchanged as prepared pressure cores (r = 0.9514, t = 4.369, p<.05).
The same may be said
for gray blades with faceted platforms (r = 0.9554, t = 4.575,
p <. 05) .
The consistent occurrence of gray obsidian error recoveries-- p l unging blades,
ridge blades, distal core t runcat i ons ,
and hinged blades--points to the same conclusion.
Through time the pattern is different.
In the Middle
Classic the proportion of irregular gray blades with ground
platforms matches
the proportion of gray prismatics that is
ground, suggesting that most of this material was exchanged in
core form (see Tables 7 and 8).
Differences in proportion become
pronounced only in the Late Classic.
Correlation regression
indicates that there is a strong relationship between median
date/time period and difference of proportion, demonstrating that
the movement of gray prismatics with ground platforms in blade
form is largely a Late Classic phenomenon (r = 0.8985, t = 2.895,
p<.l).
The proportion of irregular gray blades with faceted
platforms is also nearly identical to the proportion of gray
prismatics that is faceted in the Middle Classic, again suggesting that most of this material was exchanged in core form.
In
the Late Classic, in contrast, the proportion of irregular blades
with faceted platforms is significantly higher than that for gray
prismatics.
This suggests that much of the distribution of
blades with faceted platforms in the Late Classic was in core
form but that some of the prismatics left processing stations in
central Matacapan for use in areas of domestic occupation.
Platform preparation also appears to have had an effect on
the proportion of pressure blades that are irregulars (see Table
8).
In general, irregulars account for 32.5 percent of the
sample of gray blades with ground platforms, whereas when the
platform was prepared by faceti ng, 42 percent of all b lades are
irregul ar.
This difference, we submit, is the resul t of differences in the efficiencies (i.e., amount of wastage) between the
two reduction technologies.
It would appear that more blades can
be removed from a core with a prepared ground platform, and the
difference in efficiency between the two technologies, if our
data are representative, is on the order of 10 percent.
In the
Middle and early Late Classic irregular blades account for 32.7
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to 51.4 percent of the sampl e of faceted blades, but in the late
Late Classic only 18.9 percent of all faceted blades are irregulars.
Correlation regression demonstrates that this variabil ity
is not related linearly with time period (r = -0.3076, t = 0.457,
p>.3).
Irregular blades account for 31.6 to 36.8 percent of all
blades with ground platforms in the Middle Classic and early Late
Classic, and the proportion that is irregular also drops sharply
in the late Late Classic.
The proportion of ground irregular
blades, however, is inversely correlated with time (r = -0.8631,
t = 5.841, p<.025).
In reality, the relationship is curvilinear,
as indicated by the increase in the magnitude of the correlation
coefficient when the variabl es are transformed exponentia lly (r =
-0.9524,
t = 19.521, p<.0025).
The finding that irregulars
account for 30 to 50 percent of all blades is consistent with the
results of recent repl icative experiments which suggest that
significant numbers of irregular blades are produced when faceted
cores are reduced.
Proportions of .09 to .10, however, are
considerably less than what one would expect if all blades came
from cores reduced at Matacapan.
The impl ication is that in the
Middle and early Late Classic most of the gray obsidian distributed to Matacapan entered the site as prepared polyhedral cores.
Then, in the late Late Classic prismatic blades began replacing
polyhedral cores as the primary good imported to Matacapan.
A
higher proportion of blades from ground cores was exchanged in
blade form, as indicated by the significantly lower proportion of
ground irregulars.
In contrast, green obsidian occurs mainly as prismatic
blades (see Table 9).
Core-blade reduction debitage such as
decortication flakes,
ridge and plunging blades, manufacturing
error flakes, and exhausted cores is rare at Matacapan.
Altogether, there are 178 pieces of green obsidian, which represents approximately 5 percent of all excavated materials.
Included in the sample are 150 prismatic blades, four irregular
blades, two platform trimming flakes, one core facing flake, one
percussion blade, and twenty unidentified flakes.
Overa 11, prismatics account for 94.4 percent of all green obsidian.
In the
Middle and early Late Classic 91.1 to 93.3 percent of all green
obsidian are prismatic blades, but in the late Late Classic that
figure rises to 100 percent.
The proportion of blades in the
sample therefore increases with time; however, the correlation is
weak and not statistically significant (r = 0.6007, t = 1.129,
p>.3).
The amount of debitage present per period is also not
strongly correlated with the total number of green prismatics (r
= 0.3495,
t = 0.528, p>.3),
indicating that sample size has
little effect on the amount of green debitage retrieved.
The
amount of green obsidian debitage from core-blade reduction
cannot account for the number of prismatic bl ades in the sampl e
if green pressure cores were reduced at Matacapan.
Moreover, the
rat i 0 of i r reg u 1 a r s - to - p r ism at i c s i s mu c h 1 0 we r t han w hat on e
wou ld expect if green obsidian was main ly distributed to
Matacapan in core form.
It appears that most of the green obsidian at Matacapan
entered the South Gulf Coast as prismatic blades.
In the Middle
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and early Late Classic some green obsidian was distributed to the
Tu x tlas as prepared cores, but in the late Late Classic all of
t he Pachuca obsidian at Matacapan was traded in blade form. The
blades e xchan ged to Matacapan in the late Late Classic are
morphologi c ally identical to the blades produced in the workshop
comple x recently excavated at Tula, the center in Central Mexico
in control of the Pachuca mines around A.D. 900-1200 (Healan,
Ke r ley, and Bey 1983; Santley, Kerley, and Kneebone n.d.). The
late Late Classic at Matacapan represents a time period when the
Tu x tlas obtained a significant amount of its obsidian from
Central Mexico, and the material obtained consisted primari ly of
p r ismatic blades, not macrocores or prepared pressure cores.
The
ev idence from Tula indicates that obsidian workshops manufactured
p r i marily blades, not cores--a finding our data from Matacapan
st rongly support (Healan, Kerley, and Bey 1983).
The general pattern of long-distance obsidian exchange on
t h e South Gulf Coast is quite complex.
Obsidian was exchanged
not only as pr e pa re d macro c ores bu t a ls o as prismatic blades.
Decortication flak es a r e a l so pre sent,
suggesting that
occas iona ll y nodules or partly processed bloc k s we r e d i st r ibuted
to Matacapan.
In the Middle Classic most of the obsidian traded
t o Matacapan entered the Tuxtlas as prepared macrocores.
A sma 11
a mo u nt of gray obsidian was also distributed to Matacapan in
blade form.
Not much green obsidian occurs at Matacapan in the
Middle Classic.
Most of the Pachuca obsidian present , however ,
was distributed as prismatic blades, not as cores.
In the late
Late Classic platform, grinding
became more common, and the
efficiency of core reduction increased.
B lades began rep lacing
cores as the material traded long distances, and much of this
obsidian came from the Pachuca source contro lled by Tu lao
Both
green and gray obsidian were exchanged in blade form, although
most gray obsidian was sti 1 1 distributed as prepared macrocores.
The intensity of long-distance e x change peaks in the Middle
Classic when the Teotihuacan barrio was bui lt at Matacapan.
The
Table 9:

Green Obsidian from Different Contexts at Matacapan

------------------------------------ ------a-----------b--------cTime Period
Late Late Classic
Early Late Classic
Late Middle Classic
Early Middle Classic

Median
Date
A. D.

A.D.
A. D.
A. D.

Prismatic
Blades
f
%
900
700
500
300

50 100.0
31
91. 1
55
93.2
14
93.3

Irregular
Blades
f
%

o

00 . 0

o

1
2
1

2. 9

2

a. Total prismatic blades including proximals
b. Total irregular blades including pro x imals
c. Platform trimming flakes, core facing flakes,
blades
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Other
Debitage
f
%

3.4

6. 7

and

2

o

00.0
5.9
3.4
0.0

percussion

Teotihuacan presence at Matacapan appears to have had little
effect on the proportion of green obsidian exchange.
Most of
this obsid i an was routed to populations living in Highland
Me x i co, inc 1 u din g the Valle y 0 f 0 a x a c a (A p pel n. d.; San t 1 e y 1 983;
Santley, Kerley, and Kneebone n.d.).
We suspect that most of the
obsidian utilized on the South Gulf Coast came from the comple x
of sources around Pico de Orizaba.
That complex of sources may
have been controlled by El Tajin, a major urban center with close
ties to Teotihuacan (Zeitlin 1978, 1982).
Furthermore, we
suspect that much of this obsidian was distributed by Teotihuacan
merchants who maintained agents at key sites such as Matacapan.
If so, then Teotihuacan appears to have simply taken advantage of
already extant exchange networks, increasing only volume of
e x change.
On the other hand,
the amount of green obsidian
e x changed climaxes in the late Late Classic.
Tula, therefore,
seems to have replaced local Gulf Coast networks with its own,
wh i ch supplied as much as 40 percent of all material utilized.
This realignment in exchange spheres coincided with the decline
of El Tajin, th e coll ap s e of ma j o r centers in the southern Maya
lowlands, and To lt e c e x pans i on in Ce n t r al Me xic o a round A.D. 8001000.
The e x change of obsidian in core form i s a very efficient
d is tribution strategy.
This is because obsidian is a very
brittle substance and blades can be very easily damaged during
t r anspo r t unless they are individually packaged.
More,
if
obsidian is shipped long distances in core form, transport adds
little to the final delivery cost (Santley 1984).
E x change in
core form, then, is a least-cost distribution strategy aimed at
providing the greatest number of consumers with the cheapest
possible obsidian technology.
Distribution strategies of this
sort are closely tied to pricing policies that are discriminatory
in character (Lloyd and Dicken 1972; Sanders and Santley 1983;
Santley 1980).
Under conditions of discriminatory pricing
consumers close to a point of supply pay rather more and distant
consumers rather less than they would if the delivery price
varied directly as a function of distance.
The production center
absorbs freight rates or production costs.
This makes the point
of supply seem closer than it would if pricing was conditioned
solely by the frictional effects of distance. Pricing strategies
of this sort can only work if goods are shipped long distances in
volume.
The data from Matacapan suggest that Teotihuacan
increased the amount of goods distributed long distances.
Thus ,
Teotihuacan may have used bulk trading as a vehicle not only for
attracting clients but also for increasing individual demand.
Exchanging obsidian as prismatic
bl ades is a more
inefficient distribution strategy because distance adds a significant cost to the delivery price.
This is particularly the case
for transportation systems that are foot powered.
Several benefits, however, would accrue to a production point practicing such
a distribution strategy.
First,
by exchanging blades the
production center maintains a monopoly on obsidian technology,
because consumers cannot recycle reduction debitage.
Recall that
reduction debitage such as irregular blades, ridge blades, and
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plunging blades were extensively utilized at Matacapan in the
Middle Classic when obsidian was distributed long distances
primari 1 y as prepared macrocores.
Recyc 1 i ng strategies of thi s
t ype are no t possible when obsidian is exchanged as prismatic
bl ades.
Se c ond, by shifting to ground pl atforms the production
point actua lly increases the number of products obtained from a
volume of raw material of specified size.
This would allow for a
slight reduction in cost per specimen, which may have been used
as a mechanism for attracting consumers.
Third, by distributing
blades the production center would be in a position to dictate
t h e terms of trade and to set the final cost charged regardless
of the distance involved.
Monopolistic strategies of this type
ar e only possible once demand curves are establ ished and alternati ve sources of raw material are lacking or insufficient to meet
lo c al needs.
It may be no coincidence, then, that this change in
di s tribution strategy occurred precisely at the same time as
c ompeting centers such as El Tajin, Monte Alban, Xochicalco,
Teotihuacan , and Kaminaljuyu declined in importance or were
abandoned (Blanton 1 97 8; Dieh l 1 983 ; Hirth n.d.; Sanders and
Mic hels 1977; San d ers, Pa r sons, and Sant l ey 1979).
VII.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In 1982 we initiated a program of archaeological research at
Matacapan.
Our working hypothesis was that the Teotihuacan
barrio was occupied by an enclave of merchants from the Basin of
Me x ico metropolis and that control over the long-distance
e x change of obsidian and other e x otics such as cacao, semi precious stone, and tropical feathers was a primary impetus
behind the contact process.
The 1982 field season involved an
intensi ve survey of downtown Matacapan where most of the site ' s
civi c -ceremonial architecture is located and a series of stratigraphic e x cavations in the Teotihuacan barrio to collect information on chronology and barrio structure.
We al so undertook two
sets of excavations outside of the barrio and completed an extensive survey of outlying zones of urban and suburban occupation.
The extensive survey discovered that Matacapan is an enormous
site covering at least 15 square kilometers.
The survey also
discovered a series of obsidian
and pottery workshops. The
ceramic workshops occur in
association with cl ay sources where
fine paste clays were mined
in the Classic Period.
What we define as Teotihuacan occupation consists of a
complex of artifacts of Teotihuacan inspiration or derivation
that occur together: cyl indrical tripod bowl s, often produced in
Fine Orange or Fine Gray; copaware; anthropomorphic figurines;
candeleros; braseros; seal stamps; incensarios; and adornos.
This complex is the most common in the area we have termed as the
Teotihuacan barrio, but it also occurs elsewhere at Matacapan.
Indeed, there is no part of central Matacapan we have investigated by excavation that does not contain Teotihuacan materials.
We estimate that the area covered by Teotihuacan occupation
occupies a square kilometer and may be as large as 5 square
kilometers.
This contrasts with the situation at Kaminaljuyu
where the Teotihuacan manifestation was confined to the Mound
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A/Mound B comple x principally (Sanders and Michels 1977).
It
also suggests a different process of contact.
Thus, rather than
a small ba r rio of foreigners that presumably had a commercial
f un ction, Mat acapan may have been physically conquered by Teotihuacan .
I f so, this wou ld be the first good evidence of
Teotihuacan political expansion beyond Central Me x ico.
All archaeological materials belonging to the Teotihuacan
comple x consist of locally made imitations of objects extremely
popular at Teotihuacan during the Late Tlamimilolpa, Xolalpan,
and Metepec phases (ca. A.D. 450-700) (Muller 1978; E. Rattray,
personal communication; Sejourne 1966).
This observation applies
not only to cylindrical tripod bowls but also to all of the
c opaware, candeleros, and figurines we have retrieved to date.
Although this complex of artifacts is stylistically very similar
t o materials from Teotihuacan, the correspondences are not
entirely exact.
For example, although many of the Middle Classic
fi gurines at Matacapan would fit into classes defined at Teotihuacan,
there are ma rk e d d i ff er e nc e s in e ye treatment and
f i gurine size (W . Ba rbou r, pe r sonal c o mmun ic a ti o n).
The sam e ma y
be s aid f or hollow tripod supports from cyl indrical vases which
a r e more rounded and tapered than specimens from Teotihuacan (E.
Ra t tray, personal communication).
Obviously , we are deal ing with
person s who were highly fami liar with Teotihuacan styles but who
did not obtain their technology directly from Teotihuacan.
It is
also of interest that most of the Teotihuacan materials we have
recovered thus far are either ritual-ceremonial paraphernalia
(e.g. , figurines and candeleros) or cul inary objects used in food
preparation and consumption (e.g., braseros and copaware).
All
of the remainder of the artifacts we have obtained from Mi ddle
Classic contexts were rendered in local Tuxtlas styles.
Maintenance of foreign religious and dietary customs is precisely
what we would e x pect if parts of Matacapan were occupied by
persons from Teotihuacan.
These Teotihuacanos al so did not li ve
in large multifamily apartment complexes as they did in the Basin
of Mexico (Mi llon 1973; Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979).
This suggests that the Teotihuacan component at Matacapan adopted
local residential customs but maintained distinctive ideoreligious beliefs.
This evidence is consistent with the propositio n that the
Teotihuacan barrio was built for and occupied by foreigners from
Teotihuacan.
Those foreigners appear to have maintained Teotihuacan religious and cooking habits, but otherwise they seem to
have adopted local customs , as reflected by the predominance of
local technology and residential architecture.
There is also
evidence indicating that Matacapan received much of its obsidian
from Teotihuacan or Teotihuacan affiliated polities suc h as El
Tajin in the Middle Classic. It does not appear, however, that
Matacapan served as a major distribution center for obsidian
produced at Teotihuacan, although much of the obsidian e x changed
to the South Gulf Coast and Maya lowlands may have passed through
Matacapan. The workshop entities we have defined probably
serviced only Matacapan and its immediate hinterland, no t the
entire Greater Tu x tlas Region. Matacapan, however, was more
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heavily dependent on obsidian from the Pachuca source in the Late
Classic, that period of time when the Toltec state was rising in
power and i nfluence in Central Mexico.
This obsidian was a
to judge from its association with elite
s t atus g o od ,
archite c tu r e .
The Tuxtlas Mountains is also the only source of
vesicular basalt on the South Gulf Coast, but again it does not
appear that Matacapan engaged in the large-sca le production and
distribution of manos, metates, or other basal t impl ements.
Matacapan, however, is situated near a 1 arge comp lex of fine
paste calcareous clay sources.
Several of these sources are rich
in montmori 11 onite, whereas others may contain high proportions
of kaolinite.
Today, such clays are very widely distributed,
e s pec i all y as add i t i v es for pi gments, s 1 ips, and other decora t i v e
coatings (Arnold 1980; Rye 1981).
In addition, there is an
e xt ensive ceramic workshop zone in suburban
Matacapan, and in
one case the complex of ceramic workshop sites is directly
a s sociated with the clay sources.
We believe that the occurrence
of this resource wa s a p ri mary facto r be hind the establishment of
a Teotihuacan pr e s ence in the Tux t l as. T he a ss o ciation betwe e n a
Teot ihuacan presence and a site loca t ed near a resource that was
wi dely traded in antiquity fits the pattern of Teotihuacan
influence observed in other parts of Mesoamerica (Sant ley 1983).
Unfortunatel y ,
we lack sufficient data to confirm this
proposition.
Additional research is therefore required.
Our
past work at Matacapan indicates several directions in which this
research ought to proceed.
First,
the systematic survey of the site shoul d be
completed. The survey should employ the same methodology used i n
1982 to insure data comparabi lity. This survey should concentrate
on defining site boundaries and internal configuration.
In
particular, the craft workshops discovered in 1982 should be more
intensively investigated.
With regard to ceramic manufacture, we
need information about the location of firing areas and sherd
dumps and the location of residences occupied by potters where
clay preparation and vessel forming probably took place.
The
survey shoul d be conducted in several stages, with the location
of collection units stratified by spatial zone and activity type.
A similar strategy also ought to be conducted at those localities
we suspect functioned as obsidian workshops.
This would provide
important information on the spatial organization of two fundamentally different crafts: ceramic manufacture, a craft involving
an additive technology; and lithic reduction, a specialization
involving a subtractive technology.
Second, a series of ceramic workshops established by the
survey should be tested by stratigraphic excavation.
Stratigraphic testing is necessary to ascertain the degree of
congruence between the surface and subsurface conte x ts. Moreover ,
since many of the surface samples contain wares that occur
throughout the occupation sequence, excavation is necessary to
determine whether the workshop zones were in fact contemporary
with the Teotihuacan presence at Matacapan.
We are al so
interested in defining the array of wares produced .
Copaware,
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for e x ample , is one ceramic class that is e x tremely common in
Middle Classic contexts both at Matacapan and at Teotihuacan.
Was thi s ware fabricated at Matacapan?
If so, was the copaware
ma n ufactu r ed at Matacapan traded to Teotihuacan, and at what
levels of intensity?
These e x cavations wi 11 also provide much
needed information on the development of the ceramic industry and
changes in the organization of ceramic production through time.
Several of the workshops dumps defined in the zone of urban
occupation should also be e x cavated.
Our sample of excavated
obsidian from chronologically sealed contexts is pitifully small.
Moreover, most of the e x cavated sample we have obtained to date
does not come from workshop localities.
The workshop entities to
be i nvestigated should derive from different time periods, and
t he research to be conducted should concentrate on defining the
structure of production and distribution.
Incidence of error
types , amount of waste produced, standardization in the size and
sh ape of the finished product, and the amount and type of use are
only a few of th e kin d s of da t a we must c o llect if we are to
unambiguously d esc rib e t he ob si d i an p r od uction-distribution
sy s t em .
An e x amination of the degree to which different
production activities segregate spatially should also be underta k en .
Recall that the periods from which the wor k shop dumps
de ri ve are characterized by radical shifts in source util ization,
c l ass of object exchanged, and technology of platform preparation .
Such data are particularly important because they come
f r o m a region
in which obsidian is not naturally occu r ring.
Finally , our knowledge of the settlement history of Matacapan is woefully incomplete.
As we have seen, most of the material from the survey dates to the final period of occupation, the
Late Cla s sic.
When earlier materials are present i n significant
quantities, they usua lly come from conte x ts where earl ier occupations 1 ie near the surface.
This is particularly a problem with
respect to the distribution of Middle Classic occupation at
Matacapan and the spatial extent of the Teotihuacan residential
zone.
Clearly, a comprehensive test pitting program is beyond
our field capabil ities, but systematic investigations in areas we
suspect contain Middle Classic occupation is not.
Teotihuacan
materials are present on the surface in Sector 8 and Sector 9,
and they may occur elsewhere in the zone of urban occupation
between the Rio Matacapan and the modern town of Caleria.
Stratigraphic testing in this zone would supply that information.
We also have reason to believe that this area harbors an Early
Classic component, a time period that is sti 11 not well defined
at Matacapan.
Many recent studies have employed long-distance e x change as
a prime mover of sociocultural change, but relatively little
research has attempted to understand exchange by investigating
the structure of specialized production activities.
We also know
very little
about what presumed trading centers looked li k e,
what kinds of goods flowed through nodes in the network, and at
what levels of intensity.
However , if research is focused in
this di r ection, we should be in a position to more clearly under-
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stand not only the local structure but also the operation of the
larger system of which particular centers were integral parts.
This research comes at a time when, given the burgeoning interest
in trade and e x change, a problem oriented program of survey and
e x cavation at Matacapan may provide the data necessary to bridge
the substantive, methodological, and theoretical gaps that
currently exist concerning our knowledge about Teotihuacan's rise
and development, the role long-distance exchange had in
conditioning those developments, and the organization of prehistoric production-distribution systems.
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